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Abitract

Funcled under Part B-of the Vocational Education Amend-
- ,

meilt (VEA) of 1968, "Career Placement by Work Sampling for

the Handicapped" cominenced in February, 1976 by the Simi

Valley Unified School District under the Department of Instruc-

tional Operations. Lhl5Project's goal was the placement of

diversely handicapped students at the secondary level in
,.

suitable vocational progtams which would lead to eventual

eMployment. The technique employed to discover the aptitudes

of 'these special students was work sampling, which is a voba-

tional evaluation procedure utilizing "hands on" experiences,
.7c

.interest and basic 'academic skills testing tp assess the

-_
client's vocational potential-.].Facilities at the Regional

Occupational Program (ROP) of the Ventura County Superin-

tendent of Schools were utilized, while the County of Ventura

Health Setvices Agency Wbrk EvaluatiOn Unit served the more
c

N._ everely hanaicapped students.

Two vocatidal technicians wete responsible for the int-

p ementation of the project. Twspty hours of work'sampling

was adffitiatered, followed by parent, studeKit and teacher

Confeiences. An in-service component consisted of an inifial

orientation to Parents; visitation of the facilities and a

staffAng sess n with teachers and evaluationi,staff.

It was felt that the work sampling was:effective in bost-

lpases in delinei-ting students' apti.tuded and, to a.domewhat'

. 5
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legser extent, their interdsts. Follow-up, c nsisting of

placement in'classes, training programs and/or additional

cDuhseiihg, was difficult due to the time limitation.

The,project indicated a need f'Or further work and research

In this area, ankwas for the most part supported by students,

parens and teacheris.

P.
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Preface:

In eras past, handicapped individuals were regarded as

"demon-possessed" or incurably mentally ill. Forturiately, the
a

human collective consciousness has emerged from these barbaric

and-medieval diagnoses,'and now can see these individuals as

capable'of productivity and self-fulfillment. A major respon-

sibility of' education is to ,tap alid develop these potentials',

to help prepare these special studenV for a meaningful life

afier high school graduation. To this end, was this project

conceived, proposed and implemented.

Althopgh the obvious end of ,a,project of this nature is

eventual placement in the ,world of work, the major benefit of.
4,

such a program'may indeed be a less tangible, measurable one.

Tte success a stud nt eXperiences in a hands-on, job related

Olit

I
,

task, the encoura ant he receives from staff and teachers,
_

'the insight that he can do something yell/ may prOve to be a

mOre immediate, lorlasting result. A positive glimpse of
,

himself in the.midst of what seem to be.overwhelmin4 handi-

caps may encourage the studgnt 'to further explore, develop.

'and train in his intere;ts and aptitudes. IfAthis were the

only result of such a project, one would have to gauge it as
4

'an overwhelming success.

As a pilot project,t-the limitationb of this project are

realized and deline'ated. Yet it is apparent that much value

lies with the idea of increased in-depth vocational evaluation.

It is our hope that-the lessdns learned here will terve as a
7
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-motivatiOn ahd_a 4aiis -for.further. research and programming

in 1.ke 'area of-career awareness for handicapped students.

V
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a

,BackgroUnd and Theory

a
Need and Prev;ously Existing Conaitions

Career planning, vocational education and related areas

haVe a high national, state and local- priority-fbr stUdentsAA

grades K thru 12: -Preparing students to function effeotively
-

after graduation is a primary goal of secondary education.

A survey conducted by the Simi Valley Unified School Dia-

t'rict during the 1974-75 school.year iequested teachers and
_
bar-

ents to prioritize the educational goals for students in the.

district. Results of this survey indicated the highest prior'

for vocational guidance and c eer planning.

Students, too, seem awa e of this'neea. According to the

Summary of Results cf the Ventura County Superintendent of .

Schools career Planning Inventory given in the FállT 19751

70% of the 30,000 students who participated indicated a,need

for additional or considerable help in career planning'.

Students from special education.classes are often doubly

hAndicapped, when,it comes to job preparation. They not only

_are unsure of their physiCal limitations lipt most also'haVe.f

reading &id/or math liabilities which limed to be considez

High school students (grades 10-f2) who are Ihoderately to%
. . ;..-.

.

ieverely physically or. educationally-handicapped"pomprise
.

. .

.0.
'.. ° i,.;>, . ..t'f vl 71)

4% of the iotal senior high schoofpopulatl.o* in Simi Nall*IFT/

,11-1 additión, the school district serves the entire deaf ana.
Irl . . ;

.
,.

H'hard of hearing and orthopedically handicapped.student poPUla-
e 1

11
. .

-tion in the southeasternportiohlof VerituraCoF)ty; also the deaf. .

. students from the Las Virgenes Unitied SchootRistrict in Los.
..

7
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Angeles Coanty.

One of the special education teachers has acted in'the

ocatmicity of WOrk,Study Coordinator for the handicapped part-
.

tiie since 2972, mainly iii.conjunction with the Department of

RehabilitatiOn (pR) agreement with 'the Ventura County Super-
. .

;intendent'of SChools. 'An on-campus work incentive pay program

and supervised4work experiehce comprised the greater part.of

the'program. Resided the obyious time and rsonnei limitations,

attention was concentrated on those qualified as clients with'

D R. Funds for this position have been dwindling each year, apd

next year thesesfunds. will no longer be available. Other.mea
, .

to serve a greater variety of handicapped students-are needed.
.

Prior to the i itiation of this project there Vag no speci-

Lfic plan for evalua Jig the vocational potential of these stu-

dents in order to efIZatively piece them 'in Tegular vocational ,

education programs.

2
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Work Sampling Theory

SeveraifOrms of work sampling have been in use for re-
6

purpo9es ibr some time, but it wasn't until the

late sixties that a systematic discipline of vocational evalua-
.

tion with an explicit theoretical framework 4ained widespread

acceptance among professionals. Stoneer work in the fielewas

done by Vodat'dal Guidance and.Rehabilitation services in

Clevala St ut State University in Menemonie, Wisconsin,
;

and the Philadelphia Jewish Employment and Vocational Service.

Since that time, Singer-G0iflex has produced a.00mpletp line
,

.of audio-visual evalurion units, and- Valpar Corporation Of

Arizona has continued to develop and norm a component work

sampling system.

A work sample is defined as a mock-up or a close simulation
N,

of an actual industrial operation not different in its.essentials

from the kind of work a potential worker would be equired to

perform on tap ordinary job. Work -sample evaluati n is a s te-

jnatic procedure for assessing work potentials and b rs.

Pruitt (1970) 1 outlines nine basic postulates ofdwork sample

theory:

1. Persons who do poorly on psychological tests can be

effectively evaluated by the method of wdork sample elialua-
.

tion. This includes populations for wham staipardized

tests are not normed and those persons below the average

level in verbal, mathematical and academic skill or/ train-

ing, which most pencil and paper tests assume.

1
Pruitt, W. A., Basic assumptions underlying work sample

'theory, Journal of Rehabilitation, 1970, 36, 12-15.

3
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2. Work 'samples ,differ_from psychological tests in the'

degree of relatedness.to the criterion. The criterion is

work behavioE and job performanceence, the client or
//r

student sees himself as,performing a work task rather than

taking a rest, increasing his interest and lowering his
. /

anxiety'
JP

. a s
3. Work samples are as effitierkt and as inexpensive as

. k

0
other evaluative methods including psychological testinge.

A.4.1 Work samples illustrate the clidit's ab ity to func-

tion in a field of work, such as bench ;tssembl/, clerical
00-

work, etc. This broadens the scope of possible job selefL:

tion and helps narrow choices to a field of work most suited

fOr the client or student.

5. Mork samples can be graded with respect to their pro-

blem solving cqmplexikty and occupational area. *This graded

aspect helps to predict Occupational-level as well as oc-

cupational area.

In

.

6. Work samplfes ot only measure\gualitative performance,

but also allow for evaluation of such factors as motivation,

voOational self-concepts, interpersonal-relationships, ini-

tiative, ability to accept criticism, attention span, phy-

sical stamina and emotional maturity. Work samples also

provide measures of manifest rperformance) interests and

aptitudes as opposed to measured (pencil-and-paper tested)

interests and aptitudes.

4
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7. WOrk sample'evaluation provides the necessary information

/
for vocational choice decision Making:

8. Work sample evaluation reports are more meaningful and

have more immediate application to botil client and related
1

personnel (counselors, teachers and placement speciAlists)
.

than,psychological reports.
.

9 Work saMple evaluaiions provide information of broader

scope thalltdo psychological tests.
;

Anottier important- acet of wonk sampling is that it is

directly related an keyed.to worker functions, traits and

wprking cOnditions. Moat woric sample systems use litle Degart-

ment of Labor's.DiCtionary of OCcupa.tional'Titles (DOT)

"Data-People-Things" classification, coupled with the DDT's
*

components of training time, aptitudes, interests, temperaments,

lgYsigal d ands and working,cOnditions. (See Appendix A) Tilis

prolatides a ect link from the work sample evalu tion to the

actual job market.

Thus, woft sampling can be seen,'at least in theory, as
%AK*

applicable to a handicapped student population as A potentially'.

effective tool for the assessment of aptitudes and interests,.and

to provide both student and staff with informationyeeded for

vocational decision making.

5
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Work Sampling Facilities K

.1

-
An Ventura County, two worf sampling evaluation centeks

are inLexistence--the Career Evaluati9n LaboratOry at the

Regional Occupational Program (ROP) of the Ventura County :

Superintendent of Schools at the demilitarized Oxnard Air

Force Base in Camarillo,and the Work Evaluation Unit at the
C, 101,

-

Ventura County Hospital BARD unit operated'by the Cory of
- .-

,
. Ventura Health

.

Semaces Agency (HSA). s *

The ROP facility, the newer of the,two, is outfitted

with V lpar and Singer units, supplemented with samples from

t h/ e University of Usconsin/Stout Materials evelopment Cen-i
. ,.

,

ter. ,It is funded primarily bithe Compreh sive Employment

,Training Act, (CETA) of the State of California d as,Subh,
. .1

evaluates primarily CETA clients. Due to its locabion ind

association with the school system, this unit was the primary

evaluation center. (A descripeihn of *the ROP facility's ser--.

vices are included in AppendiX ,B).
4

HMOs facility also included the valpar and Singer units

and is supplemented by Jewish Employment antFVocational,Ser-

vices (JEVS) battery. Their clientele consists mainly of DR

clients and County Hospital referrals. This facility was

uti zed for the more severely handicapPed and wheelchair stu-

den as it is both barrier-free and adjacent to the hospital,

shoul any stud nt iequire immediate.medical assistance. (Sed,

Appendix C).

The ROP and HSA work under a non-financial cooperative

agreement. 1 7
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,Program Goals

Goals and 01212Eliyes

%do" °
. .

The project etpmined folloiis:

1. To provide all-moderate

goals were

to sev ere physically and

. r
, . . .

educationally handioapped. etudentS in grades 10 thru 12 It

comprehensive career -evalu at tO assess their vocationalion

potential; this to lead to placement int9 progi'ams des*neca'

to maximize-ther acquisition of marketable skilla and their

eventual ability to. be.self-supporting.

?. To provicre teachers, coun4elors and..parents bf these
.

41:143 'assistance as to
,

students' with. appropriate .oritatioh.
.

°'
their roleJniMplementing a realiP4CHvocational education

.

4

1

.41.
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Measurabletrformanse Objectives

The following.meaburable perbirmance o jectives lokre pro-

posed to assess the attainment or"the goals of the program. .t

1. %leacher In se ice.Traini

Participating tea hers of students in grades 1Q-12 with

-exeptional needi, high school counselors and selected voca-

tional eaucation,teachers will recebbs 12 hours-of in-service

training on the -goals and objectives of the project and their

specifid roles in its.implementation.
1,.'

,

4 2. Parent Participation 4
1

, 4.

imum of.75 per cent of the parents plf.the partici-,
1 . 4

g atudents *ill Participate Iii.a three-tiour orientatio

1program to explain the goals andeobjectives\oOthe project;

not their role in its implementation.
..0

3. Student Evaluation

Thirty students will be selected and evaluated by the BOP
)

or ESA work evaluation program and a written report of the re-

sults will'be made available to appropriate school personnel
0/

. . $

and becoMe a part of the student's cumulative file. Rartici-'

pating students will beadministered *on a pre-test/Oost-test
,

.

basis the Career Planning Inventory CCPII in order to deter-
,

mine attitudinal changes brought abqut.as a result of their

4 \
,......participation in the' project.

4. Studbnt Placement
Ao.

Based on the results of the work samplihg evaluation, each

student will be placed, as.appropriate, in regular on-going dis-

4

19
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A

°

trict vocational education classes, 'work experience program,

and/or advanced traininglarograms. Each placement will be

made following a review of the student's asIessmeft data and

in consultation.with the student/8 parents, teacher,'Dikector,
.

of Special Education, appropriate high school counselor; and/or

work experience cooygdinator, appropriate vocational education
4.

teachers' and the project vocational technicians.
4

9
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, -RA'search Technisues
7

Design
4

The original' project proposal called for a one group;

pre-test/post-test experimental design. However, to assess

the effects of work sampling evaluation on the popUlation,

the Director of Research and the external evaluator modified

.the design to a tOo -group pre -test/post -test'design,' utilizing
165

an experimental'and control group
4

,

. ,

-
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4.4

Sampling

The target population were students in special education

classes at the high school level, which included the followin

handicaps:

Learn Disability (LD)

Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR)

*Trainiblelentally Retarded (TMR)

Deaf and Hard of-Heariqg (DHH)

Orthopedically Handicapped ((n)

Vtsually Handicapped ono

Aphasic. .

initiallY., t e projec called for the selection of 60

.students, their prioritizat'om based on need and ability to
I Nit.

.profit from the evaluation, and a narrowing.of the,sampke to
t,

' 30 target students. However,.with the modification in desigm,.

randomization of the initial selection was pteferred. ,

.,,

Seventy-three refe0k.als were collected and firet aringed

by handicap, then stratifiA b)kgrade level. Through randomi-
4 .

zation procedures, 30 students were assigned to the expeXnental
-,

group and 30 functioned as the cpntrol. TIlp result-was a stra-

tifted matching random sample (Table 1, page 12).

Unfortunately, time constraints did' not allow fdrAexplor-
f*

ation of the students' willingness to participate. As a con-
.

sequence, several substitutions had to be made in both the ex-

perimental and the control groups. This was done with consider-

ation, using the criteria chosen by the external evaluator

(handicaps and grade). The groups were kept carefully balanced.

Sex was not a controlled variable.

2 d"

11
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Composition of (Experimental and Control Groups

= Experimental Group

APH LD

8 8

triR

f

C E

2 3 1 1

Table 1

C = Control Group

12
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:. '

Instrumentation v
*ow

. '..,0,.

. , t

,

The Career Planning Inlientory (CPI) lk,

- ,

. /

The CPI is administered annuall?No all studentsIn
/

Ventura County'in grades 9-12.- The Pre-test waivinitially
,

1

*admioistered in November 1975; although seVeral of .the sample.

.. 1

grdup were given Ole Inventory in Febr9ry due to tWeir*absence

for the initial testing. A copy_of th#CPI.and a detailed ex-'

.planation grits conceptionopurpose and, use is,published by_

the Ventura County ROP, and is included in Appendix 6,
4

The CPI was re-administered inpMay 976 as the post-test.

Student profiles mere obtained and comparisont mades
/

A major limitaticin of the,CPI, when used in a pre-tégt/

post-test design, is_the ambiguity of response ohahges and

.4

(

f

difficulty in the interpretation of the related caused' of. those

.AN

.;changes. For example:. Student A may on the pre-test.inai-
c .

.cate that he is' sure of his interests, and on.the post-teht indi-
.

cate that he is uncertain of his interests. Is this uncertainty

"bad" (i.e., did the work sampling confuse him?), or-i,c it

"good" (is tm more aware of different vocational poisibilitieW

Conclusions, then, are extremely difficult to arrive-at.

.M 're than this, the CPI, being a fairly sophisticated instru,
,a

men,4 was ekireriely diffidUlt for most of the sample population'

to re d And/or understand. It was necessary to .read the inven-
.

tory to many of the students. Therefore, the validity of the

responses as truly representative of these students',attitudes,

.came into serious question. Probtems of memory retention, ,

13.
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vocab?lary and attention span also presented difficulties in

its administration.
.

The CPI, although possibly giving a .mAgue thdication of

.attitudinal qbangle, Proved ifieffective with this population.
. f

'Parent, TeaCher and Student Feedback Forms,

1

In order.to evaluate tbé_project's effect on parents,

teachers,ang studfnts, questionnaires were developed in.
-

order to give the e grdups in opportunity to respond to the
i

'

activities and goa s of the,projeeto(see Appendix E). The .

..

teacher and i&ident Feedback.Form-s Were designed around the
-,

activities in which each participated. The parent Feedback

Form was constructed around what the parentá'perceitre4has tbe

effects of the project. This resulted in a three-dimensional

evaluation of the'program.

e

410
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Project Procedures

. N

This sectioais a description of'the various activities

engaged in throughout the project, arranged in chroriological
-,

. ,

V

order. Fo
F

rms letters, etc., utilized dn. the prolect are s

printed on Allow paper it the.end o'f this Aection and are

referred t

'4

page number.

2 6
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Teacher Orientation,
1,

The initial orientation to the project, held on

February 10, 1976, was attende&by all special education

teachers involyed_with students at the.secondary level,

the two vocational technicians, Mr. Stan Norton (Director
,

of Special Education), Dr. Shayle-Uroff (Director of Re-

search), Dr. Chet Howe (Director of Instructional aparations),

Jerry Kinzel (Ocdupational,Counselor, ROP unit), and Terry

Dinneen (1MoiA EValuation Supervisor unit). Mr. Norton

elplained the need and relationship the projile to ipecial

education, and Dr. Howe_ distributed a project abstract (page 27)

and briefed the teachers on the goals and objectives of the

program, and Dr. troff described the design ahd'soMe of the
^

liseohanics of the project; Terry Dinneen presented slides of

hiS--iailities and answered questiOns'raised about Ile work

_sampling procedure. Jerry Kinzel.then passed out referral

forms (page.28)and explained,the referral system. Teachers

( were asked to fill in all information for any student they

'felt"thight'b&Fefie-from such a program. These forms were

later cokleeted by the vocational.fechnicians. It was also

announced that there would be one vocational technicimi sta-

tioned at each of the two high schools availab/e to aid and

consult with,teachers during this process.

16
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AdvisoryeCommittee

0
After'the referrals had been collected, an advisory com-u

mittee.meoting was called. This consisted of-Dr. Howe, Dr. Uroff,

Dr. loge Hendricks (external evaluator fozAthe project), Rick

Cardoni (representing HSA), Jerry Kinzel (ROP), and Treva Hone-
4

berger and Mark Shelley (vocational technicians).

At this meeting, the basic outline and mechanics for the

prdject wer4 decided upon (see agenda ind suggestions, page-28-30).

Responsib ities for vAllous parts of the in-service components

were ass gned and final selection of students was made. Results

-0

of this meeting are recorded in the informal minlites (pages 31-34).

The_vocational technicians were utilized to facilitate all

phases of the program. The implementation of the work sampling,

in-service training, parent orientation, cammunications, physical
lk

-arrangements, conferences and compilation of the final report be-

came the repponsibilitie, t5f the technicians.

*
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Parent Orientation

'Parents were initially notified of their son's/ aughter's

selection for participation in the project by tel hone. A

letter confirming'their selection was mailed to hem carrying

the signature of the Director of Special Edu ation (see page35).

It explained the program briefly and invited the parents to
sit

attend the ori tation meeting on March 2, 1976.-

-That evening urned out to bt bold and very rainy: Even

sat sixty per cent of the parents attended (an agenda is inc u-
.

ded on page.36). The program was explained, the staff intro-

duced and the goals stressed. A slide presentation was pre-

sented by Jerry Rinzel and Terry Dinneen, and several work

samples were demonstrated. A timeline (page37) was given to

each parent which outlined the work samplingschedule and dates

of conferences, evaluation and-final reports.

Information release iorms (see page 38) were passed out to

the parents and their purpose.explained. All parents attending

completed the form; (It should be notek here that none of the.

parents of participating students refused to grant authorization

for theirschild's participation in the project.) _

A question-answer period followed. The main concern of the

parents seemed to be follow-up and placement. It was made clear
.

to them that time limitations might prevent on-the-job placement

for every student, but that this project would serve as a start-''

ing point. Reaction to the orientation was almost totally posi-

tive, and with the exception of only a few isolated cases, parents

were supportive of the project throughout.

18
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Teacher Visitation of Facilities

Prior t the actual evaluation of students, the special

education tçeachers and selected school counselors toured the'

ROP and NSA work evaluation units. The philosophy anci his-

tory of each center was-explained by its own staff, and teachers

were able to do actual work-samples in order to become familiar

with the testing envirorrent. A tour of all the ROP and County 1._0,

school facilities was included, taking in the vocational train-

ing areas, bounty offices, and thexenter for severely handi-

dapped children.

Release time was provtded for participating staff. Approxi-,

mately 90% of the special ollueetion teachers participated. Car

pool transportation was arranged. Other than comments about the

distance to the facilities, teacher reaction was overwheplingly

positive.

0
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Mbrk Sampling of Students

*/ .
. Referrals of,students in the experimental group werd de-

livered to Jetry Rinzel at the ROP. He and the HSA determined

.1 ttiat eleven of the thirty students were to be evaluated at the-

/ 't
4bili due to the nature of their handicaps, and the remaining 19

Act

wOuld be teSted at the ROP.

As origipally agreed, the HSA proyided transportation for

4

6Lmbelchair confined students. Alllother transportation was
J . .,.& _ .

'1 Provided by the District., via School station wagon dren_by
--e

,

I

the vocational techniciansoorIcatry=iiivor bus driven by Dis-
- , ,

trict transportation personnel. Some of the transpoAation
. _ .. .

iarrangements proved to be very Aiting regarding the actual

time students spent per day in testing.
. -

. .
. .

Each group of students was evaluated for five days, from

three to four hours per day depending upon distance to facility

and transportation arrangements. In all cases, the evaluating

facility,was abre to gather enough information for a complete

evaluation of each student. Students needing-additional testing

due to absence were transported for make-up sessions near the

end of the project. The fact that there weretwo-tethnicians-

working on the project made this possible.

The project technicians were ilso used by the610P and, HSA

to assist the evaluators in,administering and sco5hg work sam"-

Ples. This gave them, in addition to spending time enroute to

facilities and at lunch, viluable information about each student
Ow.

'and his/her potential which theY shared with both parents apd

teachers.

20
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The attendance office, counselors, work experienceco-

Y

ordinatoril and.all other teachers of students were notified

of each student's 40sence whil participating in the sampling

(see page39-40).Teachers were' requested to 1.16wr.for make-up
0-

work.. 40, negative feedback in this area was received from

leither teachers orpudents.

3 2
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Staffing and Manpower esention
-

On April 28, 1976, members of-the ROP and HSA staff and

teachers ok participating students met for.a "staffing" session.

"Staffing" is the term ud by.these agencies to denote a de-

tailed briefing of a teacher or40ounselor about an individual

*student. Each teacher was given the opportunity to ask ques-
. %

tions regarding each of his/her students and discuss this in

relation to clastroom performance and behavior. The Director

of Speciaf Education and-vocational technicians also partici-

.pated in the staffing, which consumed the entire morning and

early afternoon. =Release time was made available, and 70% of
AP.

the special education teachers took part,

In the afternoon, John Van Zant and Maribeth Potter, of

the Dissemination. Staff for a special project developing the

California Manpower Manageient.Information System ACMMIS) pre-
.

sented d'basic outlook of the job market tor high school grad-

uates and explained the CMMIS. The system combines several

federal and state resources and agencies to provide information

.on all jobs listedin the DOT in a gimple yet comprehensive
a'

form. This inforMation includes projecwted employment in the

field, general education and .spacific training required for the

job, data-on physical demands and working.conditions, aloAg with

-a schedule Of institutions in Ventura County which offer a par-

ticular kind.of-training for thlt job.

'Teacher reaction to this presentation was enthusiastic,

yet a need for more training in the use of these aids was ex-

pressed.

'22
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Student de-briefing

e

-. Approximately a month.after testirt was completed, finalo'

-
.,.

work evaluation reports were received ficim the evaluation unit'a
, 4

'(see Appendioes F and G for sample reportsfrom each facility).
,

Following the staffing of teachers, the vocOtional technician
t ', dd ,Z

and khe student, along with a combination of teacher, parent

r
and/or,counselor, reviewed the report. apd dii6ssed educational '5

A

and per nal limitations with that.student aNit possible%areas

of vocational exploration and trainibg: The ne oethe'inter100

view was to be positive and encouraging, yet

tent with the evaluation.

nest and consis-
.

These de-briefings were of much vale 't4 LDi DHH and VH

students. However, with the OH and EMRristude ts,it'kemains

_questionable if the intent of these interview wau perceived.-

It was also found that in some instance$ wi.64t14 parents
..

/7t. t,

. ..

and/or teachers involved in the cbnferences, he discuSsion
.. . .)"

reolved %round personal and education2%arOliliks not directlY

related to ihe evaluation procedure and voca4Al area.(these
,

_ ,

..

problems are seen aa important, but sibly ver-emphasized
. .4 .

or mi placed during the de-briefing/essi n). The most pro-..,

ductive interviews occurred When the teCh ,eian met separately

with the student and ,then the parent. Although.this method

was much more time consuming, interviews tended to be more

honest and candid.

p.
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Parent Conferences

In most cases, parent conferences were held during,or

1mme4ately following school hours. Twehty-one of the thirty

students' parents attended personal cohferencés with the tech-

nicians. A copy of the evaluation report was given to the

parents to read and keep, while the technician explained any

AUestions that came up. .Areas of discussion were primarily

as f011ows:

Present educational status
Employment potential of the student
Nature and remediation of physical and/or aucational

limitation
Work, personal and social behavior
Immediate job/training possibilities
Vbcational classep for next sChool year
Summer Job Survival Skills cLinic

(offered by Youth Employment Services)

4 Those parents who could not attend personal conferences

were contacted by phone and sent a copy of the evaluation re-

port. A cover letter inviting them to future conferences

cluded phone numberi where the technicians could be reached.

Some of the conferences revealed personal and family

problems of studentg arill/or parents. Counseling was recom-

mended in several instances. Mostarents were quite pleased

that their son/daughter had been selected for and participated

in the evaluation and were anxious to utilize the results.

35
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Follow -up

Due to time limitation., only a minimal amount of follow,: .,
.p ,"11

_up was accomplished. This was to include placement in on-the-

'job training, (OJT), scheduling of vocational education classes

for the next year (to be done by ounses and tpachers) and

placement in actual job situation. The following is-a summary
.

of completed follow-up as a direct result of the project:

Number of
A6a0.ty, Students Involved

4
Enrollment in SOP (see Appendix H) ana/or
vocatioDal education classes- -10

Job Survival Skills program (see page 41and
Appendix I)

)
4

DR referrals' , 2
Speech therapy evaluation, 1

Psychological re-evaluation 1
Hearing test (non-DHH student) 1

Special assistance in Completion of Employment
Application c

1

Volunteer Job Exploration 2

Many of the students continued in "the District's on-going

incentiverm.vork.experienme program... Graduating..seniors. were__

given special attention regarding employment possibilities and

`,*

opportunities.

25
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Assessment of the program by itudents, parents and teachers \

was acco9plished through the use of the feedback forms. Students

and teachers mai& administered these gue;)ionnaires during school-
hours. Pa ents were mailed the forms, and a self-addressed en-

velope was cluded. Information from these forms is summa#ze&

in the Results and ConclUsions sectidNV

/
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Project Title:

FUnding Source:

SIMI VALLEY UNIFIEt SCInu DISTRICT
PRCUlicr Allscancr,

Careor'Placement by hbrk Sampling for the llandica+4-1.

Vocational Education Amendments of 1963 -Tart B

Duration': January.1976 - June 30; 1976

Project Director: Dr.' Chester A. Ebwe Director of Instructional Operations
t .

Re4tested Funding: $33,263 .

Project Description: 1

.1. _

I- The project will proVide. the Career EValuation Assessment Services of the
COunty I.O.P. facilities in Cainaiillo to assess the vocational potential of
3ip, moderate to severe physiplly and 4educationally handicapped students in
rades 10 thru 12. A three hour ori ntation meeting, uith the.parents of

,
target students, wi31 be conducted to explain the goals, objectives and activities

r .

'fOthe program. , .

. .

TWelvitt hours of inservice'training will be given to participating teacherak
counselors and other appropriate school staff personnel,on the goals, Objectival
and activities of the project and their roles.'

,

Following assessment of the students (each student will receive 20 hours
/of assessment at the0..P,..,facilities) the results will be used to place
students in ongoiRg di§tlict vocaiional educational. prognmns. Where possible

/

existing programs will be modified to accommodate the needs of handicapped students.

The project staff' will consist a tike following personnel:
p ,

1. Project Director -

2. Vbcational Technician' . . t.
3. Part-time clerk

. 4. ' External evaluator.

In addition thb following personnel will be closely involved ath the
implementation of the project: Mr. Stan Norton, Director of Special Services,
Dr. Shayle Uroff,<Director of itesearch, Mr. Van Zant, Veitura County Director,
of Occupational Edtication, and personnel from the R.O.P. -Assessment facilities.

9/15/75.



maga piormir
CAREER EVALUATION PROGRAM

- =Oh

-LAST NAME FIRST

7

STREET ADDRESS . CITY,

,TELEPHONE NUMH,
4r.

1 BIRTHDATE SEX

. .

REFERRED BY:

REASON FOR

,

INITIAL

ZIP CODE

. .

szusispalAuNG ONLY

YES NO

GRADE

9 10 11 ' 12,nnfln.n

WORK HISTORY

JOB TITLE

JOB TITLE
tr

jOB MINS

JOB DUTIES

REASON FOR LEAVING

REASON ,FOR. LEAVING

DISABILITIES: (include functional limitations, Medication, etc.

EDWATIONAL-NOCATIONAL TESTING (Name & date of test, scores, etc.)

Please attach transcript it available

COMMENTS:. (Include bobbies,.interests, etc.) Use back of page if necessary .

28
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4 -4AGENDA
Advisory Meeting

Project "BH"
February 20, 1976'

I. Proposed Calendar
February - Screening and contact of parents
March Work sampling, ini0erviqp training for

parents and teachers
April Evaluation and de-briefing, field trip

and.job placement
May -3- Write-up of project,- tion of exist-

ing programs
June Printing and distribution of final-report

Screening Procedures

III. Parents
A. Contacting
B.-Pre-testing
C.1.1n-service training

P4s1/4testing
E. De-briefing

TV. Teacher 26":service Training
A. Orientation & pre-testing (2 hours)
B. Observation of samplj.ng (ROP & HSA,15 hours)
C. CMMIS (2 hours)
D. Post-testing and evaluation (1 hour)
E. Total-remaining hours (4 houxis)

V. Physical Details
A. Transportation
B. Lunches and ROP/HSA

. VVriteria for Write-up

28
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d.

SUGGESTIONS FOR:

TEACHER IN-SERVICE TRAINING

1 hour Orientation Meeting'

- 1
S.

4 hours - On-Location Training Observation - ROP, NSA
(Mondhy)

2 hours - Evaluation of Student by ROP- or NSA Evaluator
. (F;iday)

2 hours - Manpower Presentation
,

1 hour - Tour of Adult 'Education Vbcational Facilities
Nbrkshbp 10

Il1 hour - .Parent/Student De ie fing

1 hour -4 Post-test and Evalu .ion of Project

12 hours Total

PARENT IN-SERV= TRA/NING

(:\

Or1 hour - ientation (to stress support and positive
reinforcement of child) .

1 hour - Student/Parent/Teacher/Technician Debriefing

1 hour - Post-testing and Evaluation oilPioject

3 hours Total

OPTIONAL: Observation at ROP/HSA of Sampling Procedures

41
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PRE=SCREENING SUGGESTIONS POWSAMPLING GROUP

Selections by Handicaps

Ehtliel0.1

Visual OH DBH

1 5 5

Selectienl by Grades

Tenth

le

Sample Group

Aaron, Jere
Acheronti4 Fred
Bean, Greg
Buetow, Richard
Ceputo, Nichelle
ciistoscn, Lorene
Crowley, Tom
Douglas, Diana
Eaton, Timothy
Merman, Brian
Freed, Sherri
Oaluski, Arthur
Grap, Ed
Hallene, Wayne
Hansen, Chris
Hard, Kimberly ft

Jensen, Gary
Kenny, Matthew
Lee, Laura
Maulding,iperald
Mestaz, Sharon
Miller, Belinda
Kobes, Llnce
Ransom, Dan
Richards, Dale
Sandera, Scot
Schtartz, Howard

Terno0Y, Kari°
eston, Steve

Young, Alliam

Eleventh

4 2

3 0

Educational

141) EMR

9 5

TMR

Twelfth Ungraded

4 3..

COntrol Group

Arius, Patrisia
Austin, Roheit
Boyd, Ersel
Branch, Katie
har, David
llis, Charles

Eyelyn, Kathy
Formans.Susan
Hunnemn, Royce
Jackson, Kenneth .

Jenson, Leroy
Jepsen, George
Johnson, Ronald -

Koerner, Kym
Masterson, Jeanette
Lmel, Randy
Lickerompteve
Rein, Richard.
Rodriguez, Joseph
Rossi; Lynn
Salas, Cathy ;

Sohuler, Stephanie
Sims, Paul
Smith, Craig
Strom! George
Vento/;, Ken
Wilkirson, Diet
Williams, Richard
Winter, ichael
Wolfson, Debbie



SIMI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHODL DISTRICT
0

Minutes of the V.E.A. (B-H) staff meeting held February 20, 1976.

Present:

Dr. Shayle Uroff

Dr. Chester Howe
Dr. Lee Hendrixs
or. Jerry Kinzel

416. Trove Honsberger
Mt. Mark Shelly

Teacher In-Service Trainine

1) 1 hour Orientation Meeting - 2/10/76

n' I) 4 hours Pretesting and Visitation of Row & HSA fespities
Testing instrument to be devised

3) 2 hours Eva1uation4If studenti by ROP or HSA
Evaluator with teacher
Staffing

4) 2 hours Manpower presentation by Jerry Kinzel

& .
Placement - (Dr. Howe)

5) a) Adult Education
,b) Moorpexk.College
c) VEA pograms
'd) Available classes

6) 1 hour Pirent/Teact;er debriefing

7) 1 hour Post-test and evaluation of project

Parent In-Service Training

Introduction - (Stan Norton)
V-ftge

a) Student selection
b) Introduce staff
c) Explain why and hew:Simi was seIlLted for project

1) Need (or purpose?) - Terry Lindeen
ROP/HSA facilities (hew related to handicapped)

a) National
i( b) State

c) Local levels
0 Limitations of progr m
e) How work sampling re ates to re work world

2) Objectives - Chet Howe
a) County
b) Local

3].



.0 3) Facilities
ROP/HSA.and Simi
Services provided
Slides

4) Evaluation Proces's
Slides of Simi students to be used (If parents give permission?)

5) Follow-up
Conferences with teachers
Possible student placement

6) Time Line (To be developed)

Students

1) CPI pretest (plus),
2) Additional testing available (or neceSary)
3) Work sampling
4) Conference with parents and teachers .

5) Post-testing and evaluation by student
6) gecommendation for placement

a) Work Experience (for work experience or en job training (pay or credit?)
b) Adult Education
c) Vocational Program
d) *orpark College

A Job Survival Kit is ta be devised including information from:
(There is a film available either on rental or purchase basis)

ROP (Regional Occupational Program
HSA (Health Servic4 Agency) lik
YES (Youth Employemnt Services)
Work Experience

include application bianks, ete., that a stGdent might need to4kn3w how to complete
Booklets (get it together) available to be used in project .

Each member of Advisory Committee to forward threarpoints (questions or ideas)
to ShayleTrofflor inclusion in pre- and post-testing.

Control Group

1 LD Bean, Greg -Simi Valley Hfgh
Boyd, Easel-Simi Valley High

TMR Branch, Katie-Sequoia Junior High
OH Caputo, M4chelle -Simi Vailey High
LD Char, David-Royal High
EMR Christensoa,kLorane-Simi Valley High
D&HH Dinambro, Teiesa-Simi Valley High
LD Dover, Edwin-Royal High
D&Hi Eaton, Tirathy-Simi Valley High
LO Ellis, Charl.IsAtoval High
EMR Esterman, Brian-Simi.Valley High

A
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LD
EHR
Aphasic
Aphasic
LO
EMR
LD
LD

40
Evelyn, Kathy-Simi Valley High
Forman, Susae-Simi Valley High
Freed, SheViri-Royal High

%#hir_Ryal High./
Grapa R .al High

Je9ad .-Bimi Valley High

JO4ps ald,Simi Valley High

MerS, = eanerte-Royal High

OH Mi4ec, BeCnda-Simi Valley High
D&HH Nolhit,' thine-Simi Valley Nigh

Aphasic Rein, Richard-Royal High'
D&HH. Robinson, Del Ann-Simi Valley H gh

Rossi, Lynn-Simi Valley High
Sala3, Cathy-Royal High
Schuler, Stephfnie-Simi Valley High
Weston, Steve-Royal High
Wilkinson, Bret-Simi Valley High
Wllfson, Debbie-Simi Valley High
Young, William-Royal High

LD
ENR
LD
LD
EHR
LD

Proiect Sample Krol4P

Royal/Sequoia

Aphasic
Aphasic
TMR
LD
LB ''
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
Aphasic

Simi

OH
Oa
ERR
EMR
EMR
EMR
EMR
EMR
EMR
LD

Smith, Craig - 10
Richards, Dale - 12
HeStaz, Sharon - NG
Winter, Michael - 13
Beebe, Donna -;10
Sanders, Marilyn - 10
.Austin, Robert - 10
Childers, Roy - 10
Hoonsldy; Dona - 10
Smith, Debbie - 11
Laughter, Ron - 11

Jones, Sheila - 11
Hansen, Chris - 11
Hunneman, Royce - 11
Crowley, Tom - 11

Lee, Laura 7 10

Ternoskey, Marie - 10
Jepsen, George - 11

Sims, Paul - 11

Schwartz, Howard - 10
Arias, Patricia - 10

Lael, Randy - 10
Kenny, Mathew - 10
Licker, Steve - 10
Buetow, Richatt - 10 4 5
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-14

LD Douglas; Diana - 10
D4SHIL Rana& Dan - 10-4
WM Hard, I: irnbarely - 10
DSHH Maulding, ./.erry - 11
Dint! . Hoare, Rebeccae:' 11

..,

:.

4 6
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sense Ue r Selsood Vidatige

1175 EAST COCHRAN STREET, SIMI VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 9306$ (RS) 526-0200

SUPERINTENDENT
mos w. DWOC^61,, ID. O.

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
ASSISTANT SUPFRINTENDENT

, &WAN W. /400111111 MO. D.

February 26, 1976

ewe'

DOARD OF EDUCATION (
more% DOTN,,,,..00101811T
sAlle00111 SINN* CLINIC

NSPIAttre AeNTON. mits461.n
Illrerbsitta 14000" ...Milli Melt
rammalesca wessa..aremose

Dear
-

Your son, Howard, has been selected to participate in a work

sampling-"pilot" project.

We would like to invite you to attend an orientation meet-
ing to be held at 7:30 p.m., on Tuesday, March 4, in Royal

Nigh School's Cireer Guidance Center. At thatitime we will
explain the project more fully. Personnel from the Regional
Occupational Program and Health Services Agency will be here

to demonstrate-some of the work samples *Id to answer any
questions yom might have.

It is oil; hope that if this project is successful, it may
be expanded next year so that more of our special education
students may participate.

We look forward,to meeting with you on Tuesday evening.

ljSincerely,

Stan Norton
Director of Special Education

SN:ch

4 7

nd44,44 '7, gadity aigq$
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SIMI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Parent 'OriWntation

Career Guidance Center

March 2, 1976

7:34, P.M.
;)

INTRODUCTION: Stan Norton, Director of Special Education

A. Student Selection
B. Introduction of Staff
C. How and why Simi Ohs selected for Project

PURPOSE: Terry Dinneen, Wsk Evaluation Supervisor, Health ServIces

Agency and Jerry ginzell, Occupational Counselor, R.O.P.

A. Regiona4 Occupational Program 6 Health Services Agency
Facilities 7 Relationship to Special Education Students

B. ftplanation of National, State 6 Local levels
C. Limitations of program
D. How Work Sampling rel#`tes to actual work world

OBJECTIVES: Dr. Chet Howe, Director of Instructional Operations

A. Countywide objectives
B. Local programs

PROJECT TIME LINE: Mark Shelley 6 Treva Honsberger, Vocational
Technicians

A. Time line
B. Invitation to parents 'to visit facilities
C. Parent authorization ,forms

WORK SAMPLING EXHIBIT

48
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PROJECT TIMELINE

I..,WORK SAMPLING AND EVAT0P4TI9N,
3/8 - 3/12

Laura Lee, SVHS
Marie Ternosky, SVHS
Craig Smith, Royal
Marilyn Sanders1PRoyal
Dale Richards, Royal
Sharon Mestaz, Sequoia
Royce Hunneman, Royal
Sherri Freed, Royal
Kim Hard, SVHS
Jerry Maulding, SVHS
Tim Eaton, SVHS

3/)5 3/j9

Kathy Evelyn, SVHS
Diana Douglas, SVHS
Patricia Arius, SVHS
Dan Ransom, SVHS
Randy Lael, SVHS

3/22 - 3/26

Michael Winters, Royal
Donna Beebe, Royal -

Robert Austin, Royal
Roy Childers, Royal
Dena Hounsley, Royal

3/29 - 4/2

George Jepsen, SVHS
Paul Sims, SVHS
Howard Schwartz, SVHS
Matthew Kenny, SVHS
Steve Licker, SVHS

4/5 - /9

Debbie Smith, Royal
Ron Laughter, Royal
Sheila Jones, Royal
Chris Hansen, Royal'

II. PARENT/TEACHER.CONFERENCES
4/j9 - 5/7

POSTTESTING AND EVALUATION
5/j0 - 5/j4

TV. FINAL REPORTS
5/j7 - 6/4

49 f,
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SIMI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pupil Personnel Services

875 E. Cochran St.
, Simi Valley, Ca. 93065

AUTHORIiATION Fon RELEASE OF INFORMATION
Non-School Agency

I hereby request and authorize ihe SIMI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOIA
DISTRICT to release Educational & Health Records, & Phdtographs re-
garding %.to Ventura County Superintendent

OTSchools Office and County of Ventura Health Services Agency.

. It is understood.and agreed that the authorized institution or
individual will not permit any other party to have access to such in-
formation without the written consent of the student's parent or the
adult student.

,

^

witness signature of parent or guardian

date relationship

h* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I hereby request and.authorize Ventura County Superintendent of

Schools Office and County of Ventura Health Services Agency to release

Work Evaluation Results information concerning
name of student

to Simi Valley Unified Schdol District, Departments of Special Educatiod .

and Instructional Operations.

It is understood and agreed that the authorized institution or
individual will qt permit any other party to have accesd to such-in-
formation without ie written consent of the student's paxent or the
adult student.

witness signature of parent or guardian

date relationship

0
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\ Date

ROYAL.HIGH SCHOOL.

TO the teachers of

a

d
A r
1 '

4 ,

1/4

The above named student will be participating in a special
vocational educational program during the week df

He/she will be taking part in a work sampling-program at 'either
the Reigrional Occupational Program facility or the Heaftil Services
Agency in Ventura. The work sampling is designed to fi6lp him
better evaluate future employment possibilities.

. .

\tWe would like tb request that this s uaent be.pt!rmitted to make
,

up any work missed during this week, either prior to or follow-
ing his actual absence. We definitely would like to prevent his
falling behind in regular school work while taking part in this
program.

If you have any questions or would like mor i ,ormation, pleise
call'either his Special Education teacher,
or me. :I'm in the CGC.'

a

Thank you for your cooperation.

a

. 13
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\so.

Royal High School

Memo to Royal High'Schoca Counselors .

From Treva Honsberger, Vocational Technician, VEA Project "BH"

. .

I thought you might like an idea of what "Project BH" is all about. It's
- a federally funatd project whose goal is vocational placement of Special
Ed students- .,..-:-... - le job placement, vocational classes, RCP programs,
college olE 1 if acvantageous, etc:

This is to accomplished by work sampling at either the RCP center in
Oxnard or = Health Services Agency located in the hospital in Veritura.
Each of the thirty Special Ed kids involved in this project will receive
twenty hours of work sampling and career counseling. They will be absent
fran classes for five days (per attached schedule). We will go with them

. on the bus, stay with them lpring the work sampling, take them toaunch
and return with them. This will all occur within the mural school tay
hours. I will send notes to their other teachers to infarm them of the
reason for their absences and to,request make-up work.

At the end of the sampling.there will be a conference with the parents,
Special Ed teacher and each child to go over the results.

Aworientation for parents was held last night and we had a little better
than 50 per cent response. Nbst parents seemed very supportive. We are
taking the Special Ed teachers Friday to visit both facilities, and will
begin the actual 'work sampling on Monday.

Please get in touch if you have any questions, suggestioris or information
that you think we should have. I will be in the career center when I am m
on Canpus. I-apologize for not doing this sooner - there simply has not
been enough time.

a

5 2
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VAP,,SY
IMMO? TITS WORM.

1976

_

V@

ROMT J. JAC= PANCIPAL

-
Remember us talking about a-Job Survival Skills loorkshcp?

here. are the detiiils:

The Youth Enploynent Service (Y.E.S4 of Simi Valley is sponsoring

it, and what 'it is meant to do is aquaint you with how to find a job,

h7i to prefient yourself in an interviewz hcj..tg fill out job, applications,

had to make out your resune, how to get a3&g wbb supervisors and co-
workers, and just generally orient you to the w:orld of aiork. Sane of

the ways they do this is by using a video-tape machine, so you can

can actually .see yourself in an interview gatuation, and 'role- .

playing!, -which is acting out actual job situations.

* This workshop will be offered the Itteek after school's out, June

21-25, frau 9 - 11 am. This will give you plenty of tine td get out
and put what-you learn to 1o:irk-and fintha job!

If

.

you want_to go, and I really think you xAOuld get alot fradit,

call the Youth laTploynent Service at 522-HIRE, and they will put irour

nane oil the list and tell you where its going*to take place. I really

hope you'll go, and if there is anything more I can do to help, let

ne know.

Happy Job Hunting!

Sincerely,

7)fa.4
Mark Shelley, Vocational Technician

-

P.S.-Shaq this letter to your parents and ask them what they think.
They might even let you out of washing thd dishes or mowing the lawn

if you decide to go!

5 3
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Results and Conclusiond -

Due to the ,nalture of the project, results, in their various

modes, Were difficult tt interpret and irfosome cases it was nec-

*
essary to base conclusions upon direct observations in combina-

tion with lest ana evaluative data.. The analysis of the follow-rf<

ing results are thus(' interpreted.

O./
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OutCome411 Measurable Performance Objectives

1. Teacher In-servIce Tralning,

Over 12 hours of in-service training was provided for

teachers in connection with this project. Time allotment

was as follows:

2 hours - Initial Orientation (2/10/76)
5 hours - Visitation of Facilities (3/5/76)
4 hours - Staffing Session (4/28/76) ,

2 hours - Manpower Presentation (4/28/76)
1/2-3'hours - Parent Conferences

Approximately 70%.of the special educatiOn teachers were

actively involved in the activities throughout the entirety of

.the project; The remaining teachers attended at least seven

hours of the in-service compOnent.

2. 2ammt participation,

60 per cent of the parents attended the initial orientation

program, while 65 per cent attended conferences to discuss the

results of the work evaluation. Although this did.not meet the

objective of 75 per cent participation,,to have two out of three
.

*

parents attend a session to discuss the vocational potential and

plans for their child was considered bothisignificant and respect-

able.
Aof

3. Student Evaluation

Two students dropped out of the progrim due to previous

commitments, and ont of those vacancies was filled. Twenty-nine

students were finally evaluated, and thdowritten evaluation re-
,

ports were distributed to appropriate school personnel.

43
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Pre-tests/post-tests sets were collected on 80 per cent of

,.the participating students. The more severely involved handi-
-i:

,capped students were unable to,complete one inventory or the

other. Results of the CPI pre-test/post-test are summarized

in Table 2 (page 45). The limitations of the test instrument

have already been descriAd. No drastically significant dif-

ferences were obierved, yet several trends are!. Alluded to:

a. The experimental group changektheir expressed interests

more than did.the, control. This may indicate that ex-

posure to the work sampling made the experimental group

more aware of vocational opportunities.

b. Morgcertainty as to the experimental group's interests

are revealed. Combined with the greater number of

changes in this group, it could indicateva more real-'

istic view of their vocational.outlook.

c. No significarq dffferences are observed in either

changes in 9k certainty of aptitudes between the two

groups. This may be a possible indication that the

studentsigid not understand the concept of "aptitudes"

and/or the purpose of the aampiing. .

d. The changes in types of training for the experimental__

group, besides being greater, were almost exclusively

a switch from an academic to a vocational type of pre-

paration, such as apprenticeships or trade schools.

Although it must be admitted that the work sampling was

geared around benchwork, clerical and industrial occu-

pations, yet the fact that over half the experimental

group indicated a change of this type could possibly

44411/11
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CPI Pre-test/Post-test Summary of ResOlts

Variable Experimental COntrol

Interests - .(Question C.)

No change -
I change -
,2 changes -

Certainty of Interests (D.)
0

No change -
Me certain -
Lessscertain -

Aptitude, (E.)

No change -
1 change -
2 changek-

Certainty of Aptitudes (F.)

No change
More certain -
Less certain -

Future Plans (H.)

No change -
Moreatraining -
LessIrtraining -
Change in type of

training -

Educational and Career
Planning (L.)

No change -
Need less help -
Need more help -

Occupaional Choices (0.)

No change -
1 change -
2 changd% -

32%
41%
27%

9%
41%
50%

32%
45%
23%

27%
14%
5%

54%

41%
45%
14%

19%
27%
54%

40%
35%
20%

35%,
30%
35%

5%
65%
30%

40%
40%
20%

30%
20%
15%

35%

60%
201
20%

20%
35%
45%

Table 2

45
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he indicative of a realization of their:abilities

and possibilities for.success in such ,an area. .

A look at the summary of post-test results regarding cer-
.

tainty of interests, aptitudes, and career planning (Tabie

page 4 7) reveals ho significant differences between groups

relating to interests and aptitudes. The expbrimental group,

however, indicates more certainty in educational and career

planning.. This could be partially due to the effects of the.
t 1

project.
Cl

It ib to be taken into consideration that many, maybe

even most, of the changes gauged by the CPI are a 11001t of

vocational maturity, which is closely linkpd-withssocial and

personal maturity. It is dvident, then, in dealing with a

handicapped population, tliat these areas would rag behind those

of regular students. The intent of this projett was to aid in
,010;

the development of.that vocational maturity. Direct observation

of the student's behavior and reaction ioointed out two areas in

which the experim4ntal 4roup benefited-iis a.direct result of

the project:

1) Manys of the students gained a sense of increased self-

worth in that they to do things they had not seen

themselves capable of previlously, and 2) their vocational hori-

zons were significantly broadened from their exposure to many

new areas of work. These were seen in both their behavior and

conversation,'-and is not always avvrent in the resulqc from .the

46 CPI or even in the feedback forms.

4. Student Placement

Due to time limitations, only limited placement was accom-

plished. Thirty per cent of the experimental group had been

46



A

Student Attitudinal Summary.-- Pdst-test (CPI)

Variable

Certainty of Interests

Certain -
Fairly sure -
A little uncertain -
Very uncertain -,,-

A 'Certainty orAptitudes

Certain
Fairly sure*-
A little uncertain -
Very uncertain -

.EpeiTmental

"Educational and cakeir Planning

Need considerable help -
Need additional help -
Need no help -

if 32%

45%
19%
4%

Control

25%
50%
15%

32% 15%
41% - 1 55%
27% 30%
0% 0%

14%
32%
46%

-

5%
65$ .

ao%

Table 3

47
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Signed up fo ROP classes as of the end of school, four students

r'attended a summer Jo)) Survival Skills program, and two were in-
,'

volved in volunteer job exploration (one as a candy-strijaer and

_one in a-horticultural nursery).- The information has %een for-

warded to teachers and counselors, so further placement may take

place ne,q fall:

1

. t....

.1,I '...
,, .47, ,e _
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Teacher Feedback

Results from the teacher feedback forms are summarized in'

Table 4 (page 50-51). Generally, teachers seemed to be in favor

1 of the program and were actively involved. Many of the'short-T

comings of the project noted by the technicians (e.g., time .

#

limitation, problem of project orientatir, etc.) were also
4

pointed out by the teachers. These suggestions will prove

valuable in revising and improving the program.

-49



Table 4

Summary of Results

TEACHER FEEDBACE*
,

Work Sampling for Handicapped Students

Please'comment on the following areas of the project:

1. Selection of students for Sampling -
\

Teachers wish to either select or prioritize siudents for
participation (80%).

Random sampling not well received.

2. Scheduling of students for Sampling

Majority reported "Good" or "Good unde4 citcam4tance4." (90%)
One commented they should not miss so much class, (10%)

3. In-service orientation (Mar. 5) -

Good oz excellent (40%).
Disorganized but informative
Disorganized (10%).
Not long enough (10%).

(100.
Unnecessary (20%).
-No response (10).

4. ROP & County Hospital facilities -

Good, excelleAt or adequate (80%).
Better units available elsewhere (10%).
Ipo not have facilities for more severely handicapped (10%).

5.
o

In-service staffing -

Good or excellent (30%). ,

Need more iridividualized.meetingp,&,discussion (30S).
Did not attend (40%).

6. Witten,Reports of 'results -

Excellent, good, thorough and
Average (30%)
Comments: "pethap4 dilciicatt

"4hoatd be wititten

.7. Debriefing of students -

Good (30%).
Time available had limiting effect (10%).
EMR students did not understand what was taking place (20%).
Shpuld be done by ROP or H&A,staff (20%).
No response (20%).

realistic (70%).

got'patent4 to 'Lead.
te44 ctinicatty."

It

1

'100% response

6 2
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8. Parent conferenges =
Infbrmative, good (30%).
Did not participate (40%).
Inadequate (10%).
No response (20%).

9. Vocational Technicians - ,

Helpful, well-informed, excellent, willing, ieliable (70%)
Limited background 'end experience (10%).
No response (20%)

10. Student benefits of program -

Difficult to determine at this point, some benefit (40%).
Lmportant in planning vocational training, goodjexperience (30%).
No response (30%).

ComMente:

"Fox many it wa4 a 4taxt ot than thinkiqg about,jobas in the
bitute. Each .student enjoyed the individuat attention. Some
woutd h.ave beneicitted mote next zeme4ten when mote teady and
mote matute."

"The.se 4tudent4 need ptoie.s.sionat cane v. guidance counzeting
to azzi.st them Wet .sampttng, othetwk.se I lieat that they
witt think the phogitam i4 oI5 no benelfit."

6 3
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Parent Feedback

Response to the mailed feedback questionnaires foi this

group-Was onlY'25 per cent, which was disappointing. Only
()-

parents and students ,in the experimentalOkroup were given the .

forms.. Parents who responded felt thatathe proqi.am was "some-

what effective" in relationship to how their Child viewed himself

and the program. The orientation was seen as informative, and

the parent conferences were very informative. Comments received

indicated a concern for both the quality and continuation of the

program. It is safe then to conclude that this project met with

48ignificant parental support.'

52



Table 5

Summary of Results*

PARENT FEEDBACK

Work Sampling for Handicapped Students

1. How effective do you think thit program was in relation to:

a. Your cad's positive view of himself/herself?
alivery effective Filsomewh.;.t effective

gnslightly effective Jineffective =don't know

b. Your child's awareness of his/her Actual abilities?

=very effective 1F-Bsomewhat effective

Calslightly effective Elineffecikve EDIOn'tknow

C. Your child"s awareness of dt.fferent possible work areas
in which he/she can be successfully'involved?

air very effective 131 somewhat effective
471.

slightly effective 12:ineffective C--1 don 't knovi

d. Making the possibility ot meaningful work more a reality
for your child? .

F-lvery effective

slightly effective

2. How effective does your

1--ivery effective

riTislightly effective

I-41

s mewhat effective
,

ineffective 1--1don't'know

ild think this program was?

P72% somewhat effective
.

ineffective F--1don't know

3. How informative was the initial program orientation fc2r you?

[--ivery informative

1 1

IEEE somewhat informative

slightly informative I !not informative Paiididn't attend

4. How informative was the conference discussing the.results of the
evaluation?

1721 very informative Kr somewhat intormatille

71-S1ightly !not informative r-ldidn't attend

5. observi tAhns and comments (We would welcome any suggestions for
improVing the program, assuming that it will be possible to con-
tinue next year.)

"The peopte who give the teAt muAt teatize they ate deating with
high Achoot kidA and not adatto who have wotfzed and now need
tehabititatlon."

s"EvekgAittudent Ahoutd have the option oti going thtough a pkogkam
o tffes tgpe hebshe £ n doubt,o6 theit abitity."

25 per cent.response'
. , 53
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Student Feedback

Responso from students in many cases was somewhat ambiguous.

Zt*is felt that many Of the students who responded did.not-under

stand the significance of_the form. Even so, the largest re-

sponse to each question was a positive,response to their experience.

\,
Some.of their comments mill also be'helpful in improVing the pro-

gram.

OP

66-
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'Table 6

Summary. of Results

STUDENT-FEEDBACK*

Now that you have finished the work sampling and seen the
resultswe,would like to know what you thought of the pro-
gram. Please tell us honestly how you feel about it, and if
you halie any suggestions as to how it could be improved, in-
clude them under "Comments." Thank you for your time and
patience. If we are able to continue next year, please come
by and see us. We'd like to know how you're doing.

1. What did the work sampling4tell you about yourself that
you didn't already know?

I'm a good woAkea; good with my hand4; moice abititie4
than,l knew (34%).

Caught on ea4y (10%).
Leatned nothing MOAg (24%).
No Ae4pon4e (14%).

2. What did you like and/or dislike about the work sampling?

Likes:
MOAt OA att o it (31%).
A paAticutaA woAk 4ampte
OA activity_ (24%).

Getting out o6 4choot (4%).
Sta,66 (4%). ,

Dislikes:
DibSicutt# otS tha4 (10%).
Too 4hoAt timewi4e (10%).
Food wa4 bad (10%).
Didn't tike any o it too
much (4%):

3. Is there a better wax_to schedule the sampling? If so,
0 choose one of the following, or give us your ideas:

One week, four hours per day
TWo weeks, two hours pa* day

Four weeks, one period per day
After school

Other Entire semester i

58%

4%

.8%

14%

4%

One week, six hours per day 4%
Oat

4. How do you plan to use what you have learned about yourself?
TAy and gret a job (371).
WoAk betteA (4%).
4.00k at my,4ettS dilitSelLentty (4%).

Don't know (14%).
LeaAned nothing (4%).
No Ae4pon4e (17%).

5. How could we improve the work sampling?

No change needed (17%).
Job ptacement (8%).
MolLe woAk 4amp1.e4 (17%)
HaAdeA ta41z4 (4%).

,r(
*85% Ite,6pon4e. 'Some students made

question.

6 7 55

Hotd alteA 4choot (4%J.
ImpAove tunche4 (8%).
Don't know (10%).
No Ae4pon4e (21%).

more than one comment under each

(continued)



6. How else could we have been of help to you?
,

Mote pelthanat counheting (8%).
Get job4 (10%).
Sati4gied with amount og hetp (17%).
Nolte Imola 4ampte4 (4%).
Bette4 good (4%).
Don't know (14%).
No 4e4pon6e (27%).

7. Comments: -

Tkan4poktat20n (to HSA) wa4 awgut.
,

.- .-I got a dhance to tky wokking machine4 I hitd nevek wokktd
begoke. r

Mg to keep:pkogkam gaing AO othek peoprte can u4e :i.t. .

Shoutd be at Achoot in Siii. WA a wahte og ttme taaveting
to Ventulta.- 3,

40'

1 II,
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.Limitations

e

. Generalizability of Rekults

Because of the crois-section of handicaps involved in the

..sampling, it is difficult to generalize any of the findings to

special education students as a whole' or to a particular pro-

grdM within special education. Observation and analysis of the

individuals sampled leads toithe preliminary conclusion that

this type ofirocedure is of4most immediatelibenefit to the fol-

lowing groups in rank order:

Learning Disability
Visually Handicapped
Aphasic
Deaf ahd Hard of Hearing
Orthopedically Handicapped
TMR
EMR

Special procedures for each handicap, however, would increase

cr

the benefit to the students an lend to a more accurate assess-

ment of the results.

57



Time and Distance

The major limitation of this project was undoubtedly the

1Pbrevity of its duration due to lateness of funding. Originally

scheduled to begin when school commenced, the project did not

get underway until mid-February, and at that tie no specific

plans had been arrived at. This affected several crucial areas.

The selection of students took place over two weeks. Un-

fortunately, the willidgness of students to participate'was not

investigated, requiring numerous substitutions in the original

sample and many scheduling difficulties.

Transportation was another problem area. The trip to

Ventura and back is 65 miles, and the journey to Camarillo is

50 miles rouna trip. This caused approximately three to four

hours of evaluation to %missed each week. Thus, for efficiency,

the work sampling of students was accomplished in a continuous

five week period. Staffing, reports and conferenceS followed

as quickly as possible. EI:ren so, some nine or ten weeks elapsed

between the evaluation and de-briefing for those who were tested

near the beginning. More immediate feedback, it is felt, would

have strengthened the impact of the sampling on the students.

Due to shortneSs of time again, the staffingehad to be

held in one day. This required many teachers to listen to all

evaluations rather thaw. fust -that of their own students. Indi-

vidualized staffingst with teac

p .

58
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Time for follow-up with the students was almost non-existent.

Exploration of their interests and jobs relating to their apti-

tudes is as vital as the evaluation itself. More individual'

attention with each student after the evaluation might help

crystallize the experience and motivate ,him/her to explore

Nifferent possibilities.

ea-

7 1
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Uniqueness of Project -

It Was apparent f*om the start that very few of the

people involve/ in the implementation of the project were

familiar,with the work sampling process. This raised some

unique problems, which were exaggerated by the time limitation.
r-

The project technicians came inlOhe project "cold turkey,"
Ptt;

knowing nothing about work sampling. 'Both had some experience

in career guidance and counseling, which was a great asset. A

brief vlsit to each of the evaluation units was the extent of

their orientation prior to the actual sampling of students.

This made it difficult to distribute detailed information to

teachers, parents and students at the beginning of the project.

Much was learned in the actual sampling process, and they were

able to 6this knowledge to work in the student de-briefings

and parent conferences.

84,Neithet of the evaluation facilities had been extensively

involved with high school students prior to this project.. This

was seen in SoMe of the reports and the difficulty each facility

had in orienting the students. As a first attempt at adapting

a vocational rehabilitation procedure to an educational setting

and population, much was learned and will b4 valuable in further
0

evaluation experiences. Both parents and teachers were aware of

this weakness (see Table 5, item 6 and Table 4, item 5). Revi-

sions in the procedures will need to be made shojild the program

continue.



4 V: %

Ar I CDespite all the limitations, the project proceed-ed smoo h y-
, , --,

I

and'efficiently, with significant and observable resUlts'ipeirig
A '

accrued.
. (

/ tc

7 3
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e invalvelpent/ofliCareer Guidance Technicilgs (in the,-
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q ters), -Vocational Counselors, Vocational Education
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t ir ' RecoltiMendations
. 1 ..

,itt ,,,.. 4k

. .

School Psychologists, acting in their areas of

expekAge vodld add great dimension and depth to the. program.

Their inclusion in orientation,and in-service activitiesyuld
1

raise their awarenes d. and provide solutions to many of the

limitations cited, particularly in the area of follow-up.

Counselors, particularly, would be a great asset to the students

if involved in this procedure.

7 4
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Lmmediate Feedback from Evaluation'

The time lapse between the actual.work sampling evalua-

tion and-the student de-briefings tended to have a dampening

effect on their initial budding enthusiasm about the world of

work and careers. Two th4ngs might help.this cooling effect;

*Last, more counseling during, the evaluation by the evaluation

staff would hely gIve the.students Immediate direction and

motivation. 'This may involve more time per evaluation, but is

seen as vital to the process: If a student was also able to

read his _evaluation a week afier his evaluation, then the follow-
.

up could start and enthusiasm would be maihtained.

7
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Additional Areas for Guidance

Many of the students in the handicapped population have

personal probleds (family, behavior, psychological) that must

be dealt with before any Meaningful vocational decision making

can take pla;1. Either counseling by school counsefors and

psychologists or referrals to other sources needs td be in9luded
A

in a career placement program for the handiciked.

Additional vocational counseling is also indicated. Directed

exploration of expkessed interests and information of jobi avail-

able should be made available to these students.

A recommendation which came up freguently in the reports was

assertive,training oc, confidence-building of some nature. As

most of these students woutd not be able'to participate in a

regular training program of'this sort (due to their already low

self concept), it would be beneficial to develop a pre-assertive-
.

ness training program for this group, possibly led by a handicapped

facilitator, to boost their feelings of self-worth and ability to

succeed in social and Work reldtionships.

'ithe Job Survival Skills program offered by ROP would be ex-

cellent for these students if geared down to ?leir level.

of them have never been exposed to work situations or hav even

applied for a job. This workshop could be offered during school

hours and would be of immense vtlue to Ore students.



EValuation bf Vocational Educition.Programs

a

In an effort to place these students into vocational train-
*

ing prOgrams, the.present vocational education programs, in-
0.

cluding the individual junior high and high schools, Adult Edu-

cation and ROP should be evaluated as to their feasibility for

placing special education students into them and their chances

edipsuccess on the job after such traihing is completed. A

compreheniave list could also bepcompiled of'plit-diploma train-
4'4

ing institutes which would accept special students, their fields
-a

and duration of training and cost, to be used in directing grad-

uating seniors. A list.of local employers willing to emOjoy

such students could also be obtained, &lid ploSsible work experience

stations set up in these locations.

7 7
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4

Expansion and Continuation of Program

Since observable benefits to,students have cesulted ffbm

this project, and as there is 'no other program aVailal?e.for

vocational evaluation and guidance for special education stu

dents, it is recommended that he program c tinue next year,
4(

L
..4

expanding its services to 60 r re students in uding ninth

graders,' and following up on students evaluated during this

project's 4ation. If possible, the above recommendations

phould be inc uded,4s this would-provide a comprehensive career

guidance program for these handicapped high school students,

enabling .them to find a meaningful place in the world of* work.

7 8
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Appendix A

Explanation of Relationships within
Data, People and Things Hierarchies

and
Worker Trait Relationships

from
Dictionary of Occupational Titles

1965
Volume II ,

Occupational Classification
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Industry Index
-Thj.rd Edition
pages 649-656
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APPENDIX 4 4

Explanation of Relationships Within Data, People, Things Hierarchies

Much of the information in thie edition of the Dictionary is based on the 'Premise that every job requires a
worker to function in relation to Data, People, and Things, in varying degrees. These relation.ohips are identified
and explained below. They appear in the form of three hierarchies.arranged in each instance from the relatively
simple to the complex in such a manner . that each successive relationship includes those that are simpler and
excludes the .morecomp1ex.1 The identifications attached to these relationships are referred to as worker
functionP, and provide kandard terminoipgy for use in summarizing exactly what a worker does on thu job by
means of one or more meaningful verbs.

A job's relationship to Data, People, and Things can bitexpressed in terms of the highest appropriate function
in each hierarchy to which the worker has an occupationally significant relationship, and these functions taken
together indicate the total level of cdmplexity at which he must perform. The last three digits of the occupational
code numbers in the Dictionary reflect significait relationships to Data, People, and Things, respectively.* These
last three digits express a job's relationship to Data, People, and Things by identifying the highest appropriate
function- in each hierarchy to which the job requires the worker to have a significant relationship, as reflected
by the following table:

DATA (4th digit)

0 Synthesizing
1 Coordinating
2 Analyzing
3 Compiling
4 Computing
5 CopYing
6 Comparing

8/. 0 Illsir N 'gnifint relationship

PEOPLE (5th digit) THINGS (6th digit) -

0 Mentoring 0 Setting-Up
1 Negotiating 1 Precision Working .
2 Instructing 2 Operating-Controlling
3
4

Supervising
Diverting

3
4

Driving-Operating 40,

Manipulating
5 Persuading 5 Tending
6 Speaking-Signaling 6 Feeding-Offbearing
7 Serving 7 Handling
8 No significanerelationship 8 O significant relationship .

DATA: Information, knowledge, and conceptions, related to data, people, or things, obtained by observation,
investigation, interpretation, visualization, mental creation; incapable of being touched; written data take the
forth of numbers, words, symbols; other data are ideas, concepts, oral verbalization.

0 Synthesizing: Integrating analyses 'of data to discover facts and/or develop knowledge concepts or
interpretations.

1 Coordinating:Determining time, place, and sequence of operations or action to be taken on the basis of analysis
of date; executing determinations and/or reporting on events.

2 Anflyzing: Exarhining and evaluating data. Presenting alternative actions in relation to the evaluation is
frequently involved.

3 Compiling: Gathering, collating, or classifying information about data, people, or things. Reporting and/or
carrying out a prescribpd-action in relation to the information is frequently involved.

4 Computing: Performing arithmetk operations and reporting on and/or carrying out a prescribed action in re-
lation to them. Does not inclua,punting.

5 Copying: Transcribing, entering, or posting data..
6 Comparing: Judging the readily observable functional, structural, .or compositional characteristics (wheth

similar to or divergent from obvious standards) of data, people, or things.

PEOOLE: Human beings; also animals dealt with on an individual basis as if they were human. '
Mentoring: Dealing with individuals in terms of their totul personality in order to advise, counsel, and/or
guide them with regard to problems that may be resolved by legal, scientific, clinical, spiritual, and/or other
professional principles.
As each of the relationships to People represents a wide range of complexity, restating In considerable overlap among occupations, their arrangement Is somewhat arbi-

trary snd can be considered a hierarchy only In the inaligeneral sense.
2 Only those relationships which are occupstIonallyilgnifIcant In terms of the requirements of the Job are reflected In the code numbers. The Incidentsl relationships

which every workit hu to Data. People, and Things, but which do-noteriously affect successfUl performance of the essential duties of the job, am not reflected.

690-87T 0-65---vol. 2.-42 68
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1 Negotiating: Exchanging ideas, information, and opinions with ahem to formulate policies and prognims
and/or arrive jointly at decisions, conclusion% or solutions.

2 Instructing: Teaching subject matter to others, or training others (including animals) through explanation,
demonstration, and supervised practice; or making recommendations on the basis of technical disciplines.

3 Supervising: Determining or interpreting work procedures for a group of workers, assigning specific duties to
them, maintaining harmonious relations among them, and promoting efficiency.

4 Diverting: Amusing ot hers.
5 Persuading: Influfncing others in favor of a product, service, or point of view.
6 Speaking-Signaling: Talking with and/or signaling people to conveyor exchange information. Inclmiles giving

assignments and/or directions to helpers or assistants. .

Serving: Attending to the needs or requests of people or animals or the expressed or implicit wishes of people.
Immediate response is involved.

THINGS:-Inalemate objects as distinguished from human beings; substances or materials; machines, tools,
equipment; products. A thing is t/angible and has shape, form, and other physical characteristics.
0 Setting Up: Adjusting machines or equipment by replacing or altering tools, jigs, fixtures, andattachments

to prepare theni to their functions, change their performance, or restore their proper functioning if
they break down. who set up one or a number of machines for other workers or who set up and
personally operate a variety of machines are included here.
Precision Whiting: Using body members and/or tools 'or work aids to work, move, guide, or place objects
or materials in situations where ultimate responsibility for thaatt,inment of standards occurs and selection of
appropriate WAS, objects, or. materials, and the adjustanent of the tool to the task require exercise of con-
siderable judgment.

2 Operating-Controlling: Starting, stopping, controllingnd adjustineithe progress of machines or equipment
designed to fabricate and/or process objects or materials. Oper machines involves setting up the machine
and adjusting the machine or material as the work progr oiling equipment involves observing.
gages, dials, etc., and turning valves and other devices to factors as temperature, pressure, flow
of liquids, steed of pumps, and reactions of materials. tup olves several variables and adjustment is
more frequent than in tending.

3 Driving-Operating: Starting, stopping, and controlling the actions of machines ,or equipment for which a
course must be steered, or which must be guided, in order to fabricate, process, and/or move things or people.
Involves such activities as observing gages and dials; estimating distappes and determining speed and direction
of other otjects; turning cranks and wheels; pushing clutches or brakes; and pushing or pulling gear lifts or
levers. Includes such machines cranes, conveyor systems, tractors, furnace charging machines, paving
machines and hoisting machines. Excludes manually powered.machines, such as handtrucks and dollies,
and power assisted machines, such as eleètric wheelbarrows and handtrucks. eta

4 Manipulating: Using body members, tools, or special devices to work, move, guide, or place objects or nu-
terials. Involves some latitude for judgment 'kith regard to precision attained and selecting appropriate tool,
object, or material, although this is readily manifest.

fr5 Tending: Starting, stopping, and observing the functioning of machines and equipment. Involves adjusting
<materials or controls of the machine, such as changing guides, adjusting thners and temperature gages, turning
valves to allow flow of materials, and flipping switches in response to lights. Little judgment is involved in
making these adjustments.

6 Feeding-Offbeaiing: Inserting, throwing, dumping, or placing materials in or removing them from machines
or equipment which are automatic or tended or operated by other workers.

7 Handling:.Using body members, handtools, and/or special devices to work, mt,..ve, or carry objects or mat eriak
Involvw little.or no latitude for judgment with regard attainment of standards or in selecting iippropriati:
tool, object, or material.

NOTE: Included in the concept of Feeding--01Thearing, Tending, Operating-Controlling, and Setting Up, is the

situation in which the worker is actually part of tiisetup of the machine, either as the holder and guider
of the material or holder and guider of the tool.11



APPENDIX B

Ediblahation of Worker Trait Components

Those abilities, personal traits, and individual characteristics required de. worker in order to achieve average
successful job performance are referred to as worker traits. Occupational information presented in volumes I
and II is based in part on analysis of required worker traits in terms of the six distinct worker trait components
droribed in this appendix. These six components-have been selected for this purpose because they provide the
broadest and yet most comprehensive ki amework for, the effective presentation of worker trait information.
Within this framework the user will find data -concerning the requirements o( jobs for.: (1) The amount of general
-educational development and specific vocational preparation a worker must have, (2) the specific capacities and
abilities required of him in order to learn or perform certain tasks or duties, (3) preferences for certain types of
work activities or experiences considered necessary for job success, (4) types of occupational'aituationa to which
an individual must adjust, (5) physical activities required in.work situations, and (6) physical surroundings
prevalent in jobs.

Information reflecting significant worke trait requirements is contained, explicitly or by implication, in the
job definitions in volume I. In the Worker Traits Arrangement in voluthe II, the qualifications profile for each
worker trait group shovis the range of requiied trtits ind/or levels of traiti for the first five of these' components.

umbers or letters are used to identify each specific trait and level. In this appendix, these identifying numbers
and letters appear in italics. . .

, z
The worker trait" components are:

I. Training 4ime (general educational development, specific vocational preparation)
,II. Aptitudes

III. Interests
IV. Temperaments
V. Physical demands

VI. Working conrlitions

I. Training Time

The amount of general educational dtVilopmeni and specific vocational preparation required for a worker
to acquire the knowledge and abilities necessary for average performance in a particular job.

General Educational Development: This embraces those aspects of education (formal and informal) which
contribute to the worker's (a) reasoninr development and ability to follow instructions, and (b) acquisitibn of
"tool" knowledges, such as language and mathematical skills. It is education of ageneral nature which does not
hare 11. recognized, fairly specific, occupational objective. Ordinarily such education is obtained ill elementary
school, high.school. or college. It also deries from experience and individual study.

I Workbag conditions mire recorded as part of each Job analysis, and are reflected, when appropriator, in job definitions in volume I. However, beatura tiny did pot
contribute ro the homogeneity of worker teak groups, they do not appear as a component In the Worker Traits Arrangement.

71.
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-The folloaiudis a tablii expUiriing the various levels of geneducatamil difelopment. ,

. GENERAL :EDUCATIONAE DEVELOPMENT
p. ft_

Reasoning Vet-dement Mathematical, DevelopmentJ -
Apply prineiplci of logical or scientific

thinking to a wide range of intellectual
and practical prpblems. Deal with non-
verbal s,) mbolism (formulas, scientific
equations, graphs, mitslial notes, etc.)
in its/Most difficult phibes. Deal with.'
a variety of abstract and concrete vari-

t_ables. Apprehend the most abstruse
classes of concepts.

Apply principles of logical or scientille
thinking to define problems, colleet
data; e*ablish facts, and dravi valid
conclusions. Interpret an extensive
variety of technical instructions, in

'books, manuals, and mathematical or dia-
grammatic form. Veal with several
abstract and concrete variable,.

-Applr principles of ritional systems to
Golfe practical problems and deal with
a variety of concrete variables in situa-
tions where only limited standard-
ization (Wats. Interpret a variety of
instructions furnished in written, oral,
diagrammatic, or schedule form.

.

. 2 Apply common sense understapding to carry
out instructions furnished in written,.
'oral, or° diagrammatic form.' Deal a ith
problem involving several concrete vari-
ables in or from standardized situations.

Apply common sense understanding to carry
out detailed but uninyolved written or
oral instructions. Deal with problems
involving a few concrete ,variables in or
from standardized situations.

1 Annie oommon sense understanding to carry
out simple 0,ne- or two-step instructions.
Deal with standardized situations .with
occasional or no variables in or from
these situations encountered on the job.

ts.

Apply knowledge of advanced
mathematical and 'statistical

,techniquee such as differen-
tial and integral calculus,-
factor analysis, and probabil-
ity determination,, or work
with A wide variety of theo-
retical mathematital con-
cepts and make original
applications of mathematical
procedures, as iq empirical
and differential454ndtions.

'a

PerfOnnapsdinary arithnietic,
algenffte; and geometric pro-

- endures in standard, practical
applications.

w

Makearithmetic calculations
involving fractions, decimals'
and percentages. .

Use arithmetic to,adatoubtract,
multiply, and diVidkwhole
numbers, 4,,

.

Perform simple addition 'and ,

subtrattion, reading and
copying of figures, or count-
ing and recording.

Language Development

,
Comprehension and exPression of a level to I

Report., write; or edit articles for
such publications as newspapers, maga-
zines, and technical er scient" lournals.gi_
Prepare and draW up deGds,' ces, wills,

'
mortgages and contradh. 1:. .,,

Prepare and deliver lecturiea qiiii poll- ..,
tics economies, education or-in .

Int4rview, counsel, or ;arise .

peopleas students, clientt, or patients,
in such matters as welf,are oigibility
vocational rehabilitation, mental hy- '
geinc, or marital relittionk-Ji- ..

Evaluate engineering_technierd data to
design bvildings and bridges. .

.

Comprehension and ex aion Otik level to
Transcribe dictation, '. piake appoint-

ments for executiye [and handle his per-
sonal mail, interview and screen People'
wishing to speak to him, and write
tine coriespondence on own initiative.

Interview job applieadts tosktermine.:
work best suited for thee abilities 4.
and experienee, and. contact emploYerr
to interest them in seivices.ef agency::,
Interpret technical manuals..as Well asfili'
drawings and specifications; such is
layOuts, blueprints, and schematics.

Commehension and exssien of'.a :keel to ..

.
4File, post, and mad 'such Materist:SV.-

.forms, checks; receipts,' rind Wilk
.;.

Copy from oue 41eord irpother,',;.r'):
fill inYépOrt forn, and tviie.alJ, worlor
1.omrvough draft e drrecteepor".".4Tirrte

w member. f household to ebr
tain eh,. information 'as age', oceupa,
don, and" number of children, to" lid, 4-
used as data tor eturveys,,or
stildie

Guide ", people ea'
Lerni:*

his2.7A
torical Or iinblit

.

ing such' featdies value, anc1,77.
-.points e(interest.: . .

COT:salon 'of fevetto,,
Lea job.dutiek fr5p, orkl instructIOnt?;e..:

dr de. onit' -
Write ident

,
information, such ts

name and tuatomek. Weight,
nuthlr,orrpe o !ruck bp talP15

, Wipe. .
Request drally, or in writing/much' stitqiiics

as linen, soap, or. work miterials.

lanhwiamppIes of "prtneipki of rational systems" are: Bookkelg, Internal Ilenibustion engines, eleettie aleapagrisfeins. Lowe building, Mating. amazement. shiP
-

Specific Vocational Preparation: The amount of time-required. th leain 13e techniques', acquire inforAation,
and develop the facility needed for average performance in a specifit job4Fórker situation. This training maw be
acquired in a school, work, militant inatutitional, or avocational environment. It does not include orientallion
training required of even every full', qualified worker tO becOmeeaccustomed to the special conditimis of any new
job. Specific vocational training includes training given in.any of the fOlowing circumstances:

a. Vocational fklucation.(such as high school commercial or shop training, teehifixal school, art school; and
that part of college training which is organized aroundAa specific vocatioRA objective);

b. Apprentice kraiiinlifOr apprenticeable jobs only); -'" -7(
a In-plant-training (given by an eniployer In the form of organized classroom 4tudy);
cis On-the-job training (serving as learner or traiiiee on the job under the instruction(of a qualiker),
e. Essential experience in other jobs (serving in 1eas responsible jobs which lead to the higher de jog-or

7]nonirino in &Ivor ini,N 'whir+ Mut% 1. t)
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The following is an explan
Level Ti
I Short denioniorati

I 1. I

3 low* 30 daftr;up
4 4-,

II. AP11TUDES

f -the various levels of specific vocational preparati .

Tine

ort demtration up
sys.
and including 3 months.

to and including 6 months.

5 Over 6 months up to and including 1 year:
8 Over 1 year up to and including 2 years.
7 , Over 2 years ufr- to and inclu g 4 years.
8 Over 4 years up to and incl v-1. . 10 years.
9 Over 10 years.

Specific capaeities and abilities required of an individual in order to learn or perfo
job duty.

INTELLIGEAlt: Gen
underlying princi- ilL

VERBAL: AN!'
effectively. T

9
ability. The ability to 16.tch on" or und structions and

reason and make judgments. Closely related to well in selzool.
erstand Meanings of words and ideas associated with th and tO use them
nd lansuage, to understand relationships between words, and )to understand

meanings of wh es and paragraphs. To present information or ideas clearly.
N., NUMERICAL: to perform arithmetic tions quickly and accurately.opera ,.
S SPATIAL. Ability to comprehend forms in space and understand relationships of plane and solid

I objects. May be used inauch tasks as blueprint reading and in solving geometry problems. Frequently
....° described as the ability to "visualize' objects of two or three dimensions, or to think visually of geometric

- forms.

uately a task or

,

P FORM PERCEPTION: Ability to perceive pertinent detail in objects or in pictorial or graphic material;
To make visual comparisons and discriminations and see slight differences in shapes and shadings of
_figures and widths and lengths of lines.

Q CLERICAL PERCEPTION: Ability to perceive pertinent detail in verbal or tabular material. To
observe differences hi copy,t to proafread words and number:74nd to avoid perceptual errom in arithmetic
computation.

4i MOTOR COORDINATIoa: Ability, to coordinate eyes 'anthands or fingers rapidly and accuratelpiat
making precise movements with speed*. Ability to make a movement response racurately and quickly.

F FINGER DEXTERITY: Ability to move the fingers and manipulate small °Teets !ti.th the fingers
rapidly or acctlrately.

M MANAUL DEXTERITY: Ability to move the hands easily and skillfully. To work with the hands m
placing and turning motions.

E EYE-HAND-FOOT COORDINATION: Ability to move the hand and foot_soordirtateli with each "A
other in accordance with visual stimuli. t

C COLOR DISCRIMINATION: Ability to perceive or recognize similarities or differenees in colors, Or in
shades or other values of tho same color; to identify a particular color, or to recognize harmonious or con-
trasting color combinations, or to match colors accurately.

Explanation of Levels
The digits indicate how much of each aptitude the job requires for datisfactory (average) performance.4 The

average requirements, rather than maximum or minimum, are cited. The amount, required is exprasedeafterms
of equivalent amounts possessed by segmenteof the general working, population.
The following scale is used: ik

I The top 10 percent of the population" This segment of the populatiop possesses an extremely high degree
of the aptitmia

2 The highearthird exclusive of the top le percent of the population. This segment of the population pos-
4. sesses an above average or high degree ,of the aptitudex ."

3, . The-middle third of the poPulation. This-segment of the population Possesaes mnedium degree of tke
aptitude, ranging from iilightly below to slightly above avelsge. ' 14.

4 Ili/lowest third excligliv,e of the-bottom 1 perbent of the populatiOn. This segment of the poNlatiot
possesses a below aVerage or.low degree he aptittide.

5 The lowest 10 pereent of the population. segment of the population possesses a negligible degree of
_ ,the aptkode. Ia.,

1Siggifichnt AptMdes ir . .

Certain aptitudes appear in boldface type on the qualifications profiles for the worter trait groups. These
aptitudes are copsidered tobe occupationally significant for the specific group; i.e.i, essential for average successful
job performance;;rAll boldface aptitudes are not necessaiily required of a worker for each indiviflual job

I
within a

worker tzait group, but some coebination of item is essentialin every cue. .

7 2.
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M. INTERESTS

Preferences for:cartain types of work activities or experiences, with accompanying rejection of contrary
-

tyPes of activities or erie!,
:

.--..r nces. Five pairs of interest factors are provided so that a positive preference for one
factor of pair alack-44 ies rejection of the other factor of that pair. i
1 Sit ons involgog; aVreference for activities vs. 6 Situations involving a preference for activities

Concerned with people and the communication,,
of ideas. .

2 Situations involv4no a preference for activities 7 Situations involving a preference for activities
involving busin*Olkeontait with people of a scientific and technical nature.

S'" Situations inrekrilk a preferencelor activities vs. 8 Situations invo101ig a preference for activities
of a routine, coirire'ter.erganized of an abstract and creative nature.

4 Situations involrng a rking vs. 9 Situations involving a preference for aeVvities
le for:their

epsurentralengcoead

in the that are nonsocial in nature, and are carriedfor peop

and languagql social situations.
or for dealing

techniques.
social wegare sense, With people on in relation to processes, machines, and

m
5 SituatiOn& 'evolving a preference for activities vs. 0 Situations involving a preference for activities

'resulthip inloestige
,.-

or the esteem of others, resulting in tangible, productive satisfaction.
IV. TEMPERAA/NTS

0
, . .

Different types of occupational situations to which workers must adj
*

'1 ituatIons involving a variety of duties often characterized by. freq t change.
4-1 SituatiOns involving repetitive or short cycle operations carried out according to set procedullbs *or se-

dealing with thingand objects.1'

VS.

;
juences. ..

3 ituations ,jinvolving deing things only under specific instructionoillowing little*
pendent action or juknent in working out job problems.

4 Situatiellvolving the'airection, control, and plagningof an entire activitj, orthe activities of others.
5 .Situations Nvolving the necessity of dealing With people in actual job duties beyond giving an* receiving.'

instrbetions.
6 gituatiolp :involving vierking alone and apart in physical isolation from otheri, although the activity

may be integrated with that of others. .

7..,, Situations involvinq influencing People in their opinions, attitudes,'or juligments about ideas or thizigs.
8 'Situations involvingoperformieg adequately under strestwhen confronted with the critical or unexpTeted

or when taking risks.
9 Sioations involving the evaluation (arriving at generalizations, judgmentkor decisions) of information

. aisinst sensory or judgmental ctiteria
0 Situations involving the evaluation (arriving "generalizations; judgments, or decisions) of information

4.

o 4 sigainst measurable .4 verifiable criteria.
X Situations involving the interpretati eelings, ideas, or factsin terms of personal viewpoint.
l' Situations involving the precise attain t of set limitsAolerances, or standards.

;

no room for inde-

= V. PEWSICAL DEMANDS *
Physical demands are those physical activities required of a worker in a job.
The physical demands referred to in this Dictionary serve as a means of expressing both the physical re

quirements er the job and the physical capacities (spacific physical traits), a worker must have to ;heat the re-
quirements, For example, useeing" is the name of a physical demand required by many jobs (perceieing by
the sense of vision), and also the name of a specific capacity possessed, brf many people (having the power of4sight). The worker must possess physical capacities at least in an ame,4,4ual Ao the physiciedemandicade

.. by the job. ik:
The Factors, 11°

11116,
..'.. ,, .1:: A 1 r 11141

4k:'"'
I Wing, carrying, Paibin.g, and/or Pulling (Sttength). These are the prim4);4strength" physical require-

ments, and general] 'vities el Ly'llpeaking, a person who engages in one of these act' n ...gage in all*
10.Speeificialy, each of these activities can be described as: 4.

(0 Lifting: Raising or lolivering an object from onelevel V another (includes upward pulling). A

(2) Carrying: Trannporting an object, usually holding it in the hands or arms or on the shoulder.
) pushing: Exertag force upon an object so that the object moves away from. the force (includes

PP*, a ng, kicking, and treadle actions).
.,.

ingi irag force upon an obj4 ect so that tho object' moves t:Ord the force, (includes jerking).
es Of Ph old Darriandp Fact No. t. (Lifting,.Carryinge Pushiand/or Pulling); are as follows:73

. .

8 6' iii.
. . ..
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S Sedentaiy Work

Lifting 10 lbs. maximum and occasionally lifting and/or carrying such articles as docktikts, ledgers, and small
tools. Althoug4 a sedentary job is defined as one which involves sitting, a certain amount of*alking and standing
is often necessary in carrying out job duties. Jobs are sedentary if walking and standing are required only
occasionally and other sedentaly criteria are met.

L Light Work

Lifting 20 lbs. maximum with frequent lifting and/or carrying of objects weighing up to le lbs. Aen though
the weight liftedimay be only a negligible ameunt, a job is in this category when it requires walking or standing
to a significao degree, or when it involvesillitting most of the time with a degree of pushin4and pulling of arm
and/or leg controls.

M Medium Work
-

Lifting 50 lbs. maximum with frequent lifting anjpor carrying of:objectl; iveighbig up to 25 lbs.
a.'0 4

H Heavy Work , -:,
a

Lifting 100 lbs. maximum with frequent &Nig and/or itarrying of objects weighing up to '50 lbs.
1

.° V Very Heavy Work

Lifting objectsin.excess of 100 lbs. with frequent lifting andifoircenymgebjecti weiglun' g 50 lbs. or more.

e Climbing andfor Balancing:
(1) Climbing: Ascending or descending laddets, 8taiz olding,iamps, poles, ropeti, and the like, using

thi3 feet and legs and/or hands, and arms.
(2) Balancing: Maintaining body equilibrium.atoprevent g, standing,.,trou g, or

'

running on narrow, slippery, or erratically body; equilibriUnu when/
performing gymnastic feats.

3 Stooping, Kneeling, Crouching, and/or Cra
(1t) Stooping ending the &My downward
(2) Sneelin ending the legs at th ees
(3) Crouc : Bending the body do
(4) Crawling: Moving about ot the h

4 Reaching, Handling, Fingering, and/or Peel
(1) Reaching: Extending thitands and
(2) Handling: Seizing, holding, grasping,

not involved).
(3) Fingering: Picipg, pinching, or o erwjsepor withithe

A hand or arm aspi handling). v°

(47 Feeling: Pérceiing such attrib ef objects aik materi
means of rptors in the skin, p icularly ,thate of the fingey

, 1'. -' Nik 0 '
or angingtideas b

e of sounds b

i°

t chimd orqtands .(6ngering
-

y (rat ertlien);
erature, or t

t Talking d/or H
(1) -Ai , . Expressing

Hearing: Perceiving

643ee
Obtainingilimpiessiott through the Ibis of the shape, sizei

'
4/,

objects. The major visual functiOns are: (I) acuity, fez lilt
accommodatien, (5) color vision. The functions are de

(1) Acuity, farclarisrof viMod att 0 feet & more:
nearclanty of vision 2Ci inOlies-or

(2). Depth perceptionthree dimens4nal-vision.
to see objects where and as they ittuallk are

(3) Field of visionthe area that can be seen up and 'down ok tqt
given point. . )

,
ch4ig icS.Sf

33.field ofvisin, (4)

k ..relationiiiips so as
1.- ..,

tio while ths eyes are 'flied On a.',.
,,- ...
. 1

0 i , .



(4)-Accommodatipsadjuttinent.of the lens of the iye to 'bring an object into sharp f
especially:important when doing near-pohit work t varyijig distances from the eye.

! (5) Color visionthe ability to identAfy Med distingu
-

VI. WORKINd CONDITIONS
Working conditions are tbe physical surrotindingsVf aosier,in a specific job.

Inside, Outside, or Both: *. .. .

I Ingde: Protection from. wather elnditions but not Secessarily fromie. .. . ,
. -0 Outside: No effeCtive proteation from weather.

)3 lioth: Inside -aimilltiOtbs4df.T. '. ..*- ' ''' -4', = . , -.Tv
-- - . . .

- - a *
NTO'''''..'-= VI% .4/ - A job is considered- Aillaw- zi t ei spends appfOximitely 75 per oent-or %pre of his time inside, and

"outside" if he, spisdkiPproxim 751"per Copt oemore of his'time outside. X job is considereid "both"
, 1 , _. ,

ratureta
e-

if the activities'occar inside or initsiai" Pfieximetely equal amosants.

2 Extibmes of Cold Plus Temper:duetka:.
(1) Extremes of Cold: Temperature shffitientiy*w to cause marked bodily -discomfort unless the worker is

proviaed with exceptional protection.
(2) Temperature Changes: Variatiohs iijemperature which are sufficiently marked and abrupt to cause

noticeable bodllyreactions.

3 Extremes of Heat Plus Temperature Changes:
(1) Extremes of Heat: Temperature agifictently high to cause marked bodily discomfort unless the worker

is provided AP exceptional protgami.
(2) TemperaturrChanges: 'Same as 2 (2).

4 Wet ani`Humid:
(1) Wet: iContalt with water or 'Other liquids.
(2) Humid: Atmospheric condition with moisture content sufficiently high to cauee marked bodily diacomfe..

5 Noise and Vibration.
Sufficient noise, either constant or intermittent, to cause martred distraction or possible injury to thS sense
of hearing and/or sufficientbration (production o oscillating movement or strain on the body or its
extremities from repeated motion or shock) to caus di1y harm if efidured day after day.

6 401Pirds:
SituatiOts in which the indivi

7 Fumes, Odors, Tokic Conditio

4414 z-r

I

exposed to thejefinite risk of bodily injury.

t, ittli&PoorVentiladoth. ;

(1) Fumes: Smoky or vaporous exa1ations, nsu4 odo'
cal reactOn.

(2) Odors: Noxious smells, either toxic or nontoxic. 0-

(3) Toxic Conditions: Exposure to toxic dust, fumes, gases, va

whoff as the'result of combustion or chai-

sta, ó liguids Ihich ceuse geheral or
localized 41a,bling conditions me a result of ingilation or action on the skin.

(4) Dust: Air Tilled with small particles of any tind, such attxtile dust, ilour.:7w od, leather, fepthers, etc.,
and isiorganic dust, inclidg silica and a.estos, which Mike the workplace U leaseut; or are the source
of occupatiquel diseases. ,

\ (5) Poor Ventilatitm: Insufficient movement of air causing a feeling of suffocatioh'; or expogiee to draft& '

'

8 7
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WHERE
The Career &aluation Program is located atij

Ventura County supeiintencient 0,i. schools 44,

oational Facilities, East Pleasant valley Road and

, poias Road, Canv;illo,

These toll free numWrs May be used t

be °btained
by calling:

'

ll fror4

Furt le r information may
,.

180148 4711, extension
4437

1 :.../

other areas in Ventura County:

AVentUra-Ojai: 648.6131, exte

Santa Paula: 647.054 extension14437

nsion 4437

Fillmore: 524-2292, extmsion 4437

Moor park.Newbury Parloir4estiake.

Thousand Oaks: 529.2060, extension 4437 ,

a

:

1

44r

1

s

BegiOnal OcCUPatiOhai PrOgranl

:0' .10

VENTUR,A COUNTY

SUPERINTENDENT!" tCHooLS

iieQs F.Fen, Ed.P., klierintene
'61:41:4Li.

a.C4'
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THE CREEP

E 1411.URT1011

,T.tr main components of the program are interest

inventories, aptitude assessment, and vocational infor.

Olation. Most of a client's time is spent in work.sample

'assessment. Work samples are actual job tasks that are

designed clients a handon experience in

different Vocational areas, They serve both as an

- exploration tool, and as an accurate assessment of

a,
aptitude ,and abilityinierest inventories are used in

conjunction with work samples to further determine

Otentipl areas of eploration. Various aptude tests,

such as the General Aide Test Battery, are also

available and are used where appropriate. All clients

spend a portion of time ithe Career Center exploring

specific areas of vidtional Ott. Here they receive

Career counseling which includes- information onitlb
:

04 duties, training required, and the emOloymentoutlOok.

,

t.

1/4

<)W

,

els to the Career Evaluation Program can be

' made througOentura County ManpoWer Operations,

-1 tali* CON"prehensive' Employment & Training Act
.

'priiiradms, 'or through school personnel

,working with handicapped aridd isvivantaged students.

Agomplete eviaation takes a minimum of 20 hours.
,

Evaluations for spe'cif ic occupation's! areas can usually

be completed in less than 101holite. Scheduling is

flexiblerand itn be adapted to the needs of the

I 41refeiripg agency,

114
I

I .

r!

' 41;:

.41 4:
,
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CAREER EVALUATION PROGRAM

4.

Clients m4 beifeferred to the Career Evaluation Program, at the

deactivated. OxnardAir Force Base in.Csmarillo by telephoning 487-7711,
0

Extension 4437,4gr an appointment. A completed referral fOrm together

with any supporting information should be given to the Career.Evalvation
11.

Program-staff prior to the client's first day of evaluation.

4 4
Examples of information which could4.rove extremely helpful inClnde.

k--
any,disabilities (together with prognosis_and /AY' un4tiOnal71 tv,ttonsLi

medication that might affect performance, previoui workwAhittory, and.

results of educational-vocational teffting'.

A basic evalUation can usually be 416pleted im 20 to 25 hours. The

hours andoldays canbe flexible in order meet-the mOds ofothe clients.

Transportation ig and from thl Career Evaluation Program can usually be

IV
provided- (on a space available basis) througiothe R.O.P; bus system.

,4..4

Clients who_ride the R.O.P- busware usually inveAred in evaluation_for.
0. .

.

.v.,. .,:two hours per day.

- The two major parEs of the evalua on process are testing anAwork

sample assessment. An'attempt is made to keep paper and pencil tests to

,
*

a minimum. When recent assessments of a Client's reading and math ich

IA sent leVels are not available, the determination of these aahievellir leve s
. ,

,

11P0h-i;
X

e th9 firkt s ep in theevaluation. This iallone to avoid giving-
t

Al
.

them wórk'samples o furer tests that may be beyond their current leveL..
0

.42.."

4 93

.
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For those clients whose level is quite law, the determination 4;f an

ability or I.Q. score is helpful. For this determination, attention has

been paid to finding tests that are culture free and not dependent on
*,

reading skills.
;

Interest inyentOries are administered-to all clients. A variety

ia-evailabre inCluding one that is nimerbal.. Personality assessment will

igat be attempted with all clients, the excelp&i being when SpecNkc

questions arise or when a client appears to ha4e sane type vlbehavior

0 .

woblem twit interferes with perform,ance. In additilLvariois tests such

as work values inyentories are gifted Agen such infaiattied would be helpful.
, .

__- .

k1.4..

Of.

Thq General'Aptitude Test Battery is given to clients with an aiiiiiirlate
,

reading level.

The majority of4thq, client's time is spent in work sample assesament.
;;:;,

Work samplesare a mock up of a job, a part atra 40, or0à simulatiOn

of tasks required in a job. They are a "hands an" experiena for clients,

which allows them to try out different Opes of work. Bach-work sample is

D.O.L. (Dictionary of Occupational Titles) coded.and also crbsslindexad_toz.
',Nes

,selated jobs. Work samples are scored by both time and qUality. ObsnrvetiOs
. I

are an.imPortant part,of work samplei, yielding information on,Such variablei .
,

51i

as ability to folloW directtons work-patternsand distraotiability.-
4

) All clients receiVe ariee-.of work samPles to:gglea pictufe of
.

,

: theif overall perfe_. and abi ity. rdeally, the4esting prograai will
." -

- 4.-,,,*W

Jrsome informatipevon inAostsi therefore, woilirtples can belfsed to

fano** Up on these. Thp tan evaluate specific skilli4nd aptitudes neCessarr
a

St -0,tOr Jo*: n an interest area. ,

. . .---;---.!t:".74 . IN
,.

. f: imes the clients are .encou A*1 uestions and mike commentg

4.4t4.',.- .gf'V,'"

4 .



stet the tasks they are peiforming. TM'S two wareommunication is.an

important part of work sampleroViiessmeft as it gives the c/ients an

experienc mitirthe actual jobopportunity to, connect -What they.are

world. ,

At some point.toward the.end of the .eviluation, the clients spend
./ .

.....

., -,,

some time in the career center exploking specificVeiational areas of

......,- ..

fnterlat. They receive career-cOenseling whieh incluips information on
,-,------ . _..._----

. ,

job d ies,.trarrifng required, ler4L oyment outlook in ocCupations consistent-
?,

.

'..,.,..301-th' air aptitudes, interests, valuei, etc.
,--

Upon compietion'of the evaluation, a report is sent to the 'referring

schoollifstrict. Included in this report are t#e results of anY tests taken

or work samples administered, a narrative of dile overll performance and

specific vocational assets and limitations. Where appropriate, recommenda'q4

;tit

.tions are nade for further assessment,.possibleTtraining, or possible placement..

The staff of the Career Evaluation Program'is also available to answer any
41.110o!,-

furifier questions or set uR a staffing upon request.

rw-Clients will be accepted from the various school districts on a first-;-7:

come-girst-served basis. 'Priority will be gtven to handicapped and dis-

advantaged clients.

In order to-ferther
.

:the employabilitftlicliente..oflheCireer
,

Evaleapon Program, the..SiTigejob Survive/ Skills.Program will be offered.' .

sis.
.

.
. ,

,-%
.

.Job Survival Skills Program actOities are based upon'group. inter-adtion
, ...., . \ .,

.. 1 ,.J:,,,,- ,
, .

which facilitatesjqw4Mm invOlvement'and Partfcipation:, Group discussion,
. .

.

goatee, role playing, &Id writteh exercise create an active learntng process",
,/ AP

that will allow the client to morf effectively seek and nsintain employment.

''
"̀.1

5Ar- ,

I
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IntereSt Inventories

.*

,

CAREER EVALUATION PROGRAT4

TESTS

. -

Ruder Interest Inventory
Ohio Vocational: Interest Shrvey ,(OVIS)
Pict,pre .Inteiest InventorY
Cali'fornia OcCupational Preference Survey

-

Redin & thith Test-

lt BaSic Le4ining Exam
Thdeic .

Aktthoitic :Mudex
41 t": AJ

. Abirity 'Tests

Revised BETA
Culture Fair Test of Intelligence
General Aptitude Test matiery

'Values Inventories

Study of yaluesa
Work Values Inx%*. tory

4

personality

16 Personalikty Factors (16PF)

41MI,

c's

,

.8

,
,s- ,

..01
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CAREER EVALUATION PROGRAM

WORK SAMPLES

ADDING MACHINE - Measures the ability to do simple addition on an adding

machine. Accuracy and time are t4e,important factors.

BENNETT HAND TOOL DEXTERITY - Dexterity in working with hand tools

CASH REGIS1)4 - Measures the ability to learn the operation of a cash.

register and.to make change.

-CONDENSING PRINCIPLE - Measures the ability to accurately reproduce a

diagram of a steam boiler

CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT - Measures several things: 1. Following a series of

written directions, 2. Ability to identify and use

common hand tools, 3. PrecisiOn measuring, apd

4. Problem solving ability

CRAWFORD SMALL PAR/S DEXTERITY TEST -.Hand & finger dexterity While wotking

with small.pieces

FILING BY LETTER - Measures the aptitude foe, and interest in simple filing.

The work sample else involves the ability to visualize

sequential numbers:

FILING BY NUMBER - Measures aptitude for, and interest in this one part of

the clerical fdeld. The sample also.i4volves the ability

o follow written examples. 4
. .

MA/L SORTING BY ZIP CODE --MeasOres the ability to sort mail aCcording to

number. .Incorporatedin the abillty to visualize.

numbera in a sequence.-

MESLICK MECHARICAL,COMPREHENSioN - Meastites th:abirity to assemble a small

structure by following a series of diagrams.

-It also takes into account attention to small
4 ', details.

NUT PACKING

ORDER PICKING

."

Meisures.the ability to concentrate and to accurately count

qver a period of time.

- Measurei the ability to prepare anorder for shipping.

Involved.are verbal and numerical ability, spatial and

form perception, clerical perception, finger &manual
dexterity, and the ability to reach.

PAYROLL COMPUTATION - Menet:tea the ability to do basic arithmetic functions

in figuring out a payroll. It also measures the ability

to follow written instructions and examples

83
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4.
RESISTOR READING -.Designed to see if the client can learn to inspv,

determine the value.s of and accept or reject rObistors

based on tests and ma0ematic_calcu2ations. Involved .

are the ability to measure accurately, the ability to
follow instructions,'the ability to use and read a meter,--
and the ability to remembeeseries of stepa.

.gsTEit MECHANICAL APTITUDE

STROMBERG DEXTERITY TEST -

;

- Measures ihe ability to follow a diagram and
ta do simple.mechanical problem solving.

rye - hand coordination as well as arm - hand
dexterity.

TYPING - This is a simple test for speed and.accuracy; first on straight

typing and then on a simple 4psiness letter.
s

VISUAL PERSUIT - Measures the ability to do wiring according to'a diagram.

IrcRs ASSEMBLY

WASHER THREADING -

- Measures the ability to learn a manual aSsembly task
and perform it under timed conditions.

Measures the ability to do accurate.measurement over
a,period of time. There is alio same finger dexterity
involved in this-task.

FISH LAMP ASSEMBLY - Measures the client's ability to learn and perforni
a manual assembly 'task usigthree hand tools., -'.

SHIPPING Es RECEIVING FREIGHT HANDLING -;Assesses a client's ability to
route packages-and mail for..ship-
ment and- eo determine their casts.

VALPAR COMPONENT WORICSAMPLE SYSTE1

Valpar Component Work _Sample. 1 Small Tools (Mechanical) - measures a'

personts understanding of and,abilitY tio work with emall tools.- The

design of ,the sample forces the-clientrio work in aifficult physical

positionsusing his fingers.and hande in a very small space With 'the

actual work often being blodyed from the client's vision. )

Valpar Component Work Sample 2, Size Discrimination - measures a person's

ability to perform work tasks requiring visual Size discrimination.

Valpar Componefit Work Sample 34 Numerical Sorting - measures a person's

ability to perform work tasks requiring the use of numbers and numerical

series. Ar

Valpar Component york Sample 4, Upper Extremity Range of Motion - measures

a person's upper extremity range of motion, including the shoulder, 'upper

arm, forearm, elbow, wrist, and hand. The work samOle is' dcsigned"to give

the evaluator an actuarial ievel of the client!s performaqce, and to provide

the evaluator with insignt into relatedlactors as neck and back fatigue,

finger dexterity and finger:tactile sense.

9 8
84



-lalpar_Component Work !ample 5, Clerical Comprehension and Aptitude - measures

a person's ability'to perfort entry level clerical tasks. IncorporatedWithin

this sample is.a typing aptitude,.bookkeeping, alphabetical filingmail sort-

ing, and telephone anyering ,test

Valpat Coreponent Work SaWe 6, Indeplendent Problem Solving - measures a

'person's ability to perform work(tasks requiring the visual compaiison and

proper.selection of a saries of abstract designs. The purpose of the sample

is to giye a iteasure of a person's basic independent problem solving ability.

Va lpar'Component Wotk_Sample 7, Multi-Level Sorting - measures a person 's

ibility to- make decisions while performing work tasks requi;ing physical

manipulation and visual discrimAnation of colors, color-numbers, color7letter

and acoMbinatio4 of color-letter-number: The work sample permAts the evalua-

tor to establish a distinct leVel'of individual decision-making ability.

Valpar Comporknt Work Sample 8, Simulated Assembly - measures a person's ability

to work at ar ssembly-task requiring repetitive physical manipulation and
evaldate a person's bilateral use of upper extremities. The work sample is

characteristic of conveyor-assembly jobs in which material mOves toward and

away from workers on the assembly line.
0.

Valpar Component Work Sample 9, Whole Body Range of Motion - measures the

agility of a peric3r7i gross body movements of the ttunk, arms, hands, legs

!wad fingers as they relate.to the functional ability to perform job tasks.

The work sample is designed to give the evaluator an actuarial level of the

client's physical agility, and to provide the evaluator with insight into the

relationship of gross body Movement to other "finer" manual dexterities in

many differing wor sAtuAt4.ons.

yelper Component W Sample 10, Tri-Level Measurement - measures a person's

ability to petfo ery simple to very precise inspection and measureMent

tasks. The sa e is designed so that the client is forced to make decisions

which increase in their level of difficulty in order to determine if specially

lathed, machined parts fit specific tolerances.

ViIPar Component Work Sample 11,---Hand-Toot Ciiordination -:---measures a

persoes ability to use his/her eyes, hands and feet simultaneously and in

a coordinated manner.

Valpar Comzonent Work Sample 12, Soldering and Inspection (Electroni6)- -

measures a person's ability to acquire and ape* the basic skills necessary

to perform'soldering tasks at varying levels of difficulty. The work sample

was designed to apply itself to entry level worker requireMents in various'

industries.

:14
-6,
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,SINGER UNITS

Basic TOols - the client uses a variety of hand tools to abricate a ring from

aluminum bar stock. This work sample tests for medium finger dexterity, manual
dexterity, eye-hand coordination', the use of hand tool , measuring ability,

form perception, ciaftsmanship and.care in handling.

Plumbing and Pipfitting - the client makes three 6 inCh pipe nipples. He is

requifed to measure, cut, ream,file and then thread the pipe. The sample tests
for manual dexterity, bi-manual coordination, the use of han4 tools, care in
handling and judgement.'

Refrigeration, Heating and Air Conditioning
,

-

This work sample has the cliedt make a tubing frame. He is' required to cut
and flare copper tubing and then assemble the pieces into a frame using elbows,
unions and a tee. Among the skills and abilities tested are manual dexterityt
eye-hand coordination, form perception, care in handling and frustration
tolerance. .

Engine,Service

Inthis work sample the client disassembles a small engine, checks and sets
the points and plugs and then reassembles it. Among the observable skills are
'eye-hand coordfnation, manual dexterity, meaiuringJability, form perception,
safety consciousness, care in handling, and performance with repetition.

Medical Service

This work sample includes a number of tasks... The client is exposed to han-
daging; taking and recording temperature), pulse,and respiration; Measuring and..
recording liquid intake and output; and testing for diabetic urine. The ob-

servable skills and abilities inClude medium finger dexterity: Manual dexterity,
numerical ability, meaSuring ability, color diserimination, daie in handling
and performance with repetition.

86
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.:LThe N

. .

-The 'Work Eval-

uation Unit was es- '

tablished in order to

meet a need within
the community for a

single source to, pro-

vide a comprehensive

real world oriented as-

sessment of; the-reha--

biitation clienti.. The

program asiesses the

client's potentials, in-

feests, and capacities

for, work as well as activi ies necessary for

daily living. The program was developed in

response to rehabilitation practitioners' ex-
,

pressed needs.

'The Program:

The Wprk Evaluation Unit offeis a two

week evaluation program of vocational ex-

$loration and work evaluation. The three

M1:0

':4

0.,

basic components of the ram are; Work

Samples, Aptitude, Ac.hie ement, and Inter-

ests, tests, and a Job Search Clinic.

Work Samples ar a dock-up of a jib, a \

part of a job, or sim tion pf tasks reqdired

of a job. es drawn from industry ,

and standardized for time and quality expec-

tations provide an accurate assessment of

skills and aptitudes. greatcleal of.emphasis

. .is placed oh the use dflork Samples. They'. ,

are reality based situatiOns which give the,

client the opportunity to realistically learn

about the world of work as well,as determine

the relatibnship of his occupational assets and

deficits to the work world. Two national

batteries are presently used in the Work Eval-

uation Unit, The Singer Graiex. System and

noson

The Jewigh Employment Vocational .System. The ,i formation

pined thtotigh the Work San* Batteries corbinei with the
information gained through aptitude and achievemen( tests yield

an accurate picture of the worker,

The Job Search Clinic is an approach to teaching Aents to sell.

themselves. The clinic, run in connoction ,with the evaluation. coo-

sists of five sessions of one LO one and a half.hours each. During the '

sessims a variety of topics are covered oriehted ardund lullping the t

preparo fol. employment. 'Follies covered inelude; Soure6 Of

Joh Information, Ilow li Fill but ,1pplication Forms, Selling Your

Skilk. Preparini2, Ea The Joh Interview. Now T;i. Handle Prolilem,

Encountered At Work. and liel3lion With Your Employer.

10 2

mit

, An in-depth,evaluation report containing

recommendations and results of the work

evaluation. will Ire senf to the referral source

within two weeks after the evaluation has

been completed. Staffings will be conducted

on individual clients during the see9nd week

of the evaluation. ,

Clients are involv ed in ,the

prograni from ten &clod; a.m. to three-

thirty p.m. Monday through Thursday and

ten to.twelve-tlurty on Friday for two weeks,

Shorter evaluations for specific' purposes can

he arranged upon.coNultalion with the pro-

gram director.
J

t



4,
The, Work Edluation Unit is locatbedin

the Bud Building on the grounds of General

Hospital, This location 'enables acceis to
;

many specialized services provided through

the 'Health Seivices Agency to en'riah thel

client's experience. Piwsicians,,psychiatrists?

psychologirts, social% workers, .occupational

therapists, speech therapists, and physical

therapists may be called upon as needed to

augment seriices. provided 1through the Unit.

'Additional:information can be obtained

by calling (805) 648-6181, 'Extension 3137..

Mr. Terry & Dinneen, M. S. Ed.

Work Evaluation Supeivisor

!

A

THE PROGRAM IS.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SPANISH

104
114P-125 19 14f

4

County of Ventura ,

SPVI

AGENCY

Work Evalua!ion ..e/rvices

3291 Loma Vista Roacl

Ventura, CA 93003

Terri,/ B. Dinneen, M. S. Ed.

Work Evaluation Supervisor_.

'

1

Id

4
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ONO Appendix D

.4The Career Planning Inventory

(CPI)

Test and Explanation

f

-

90
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Career PlannIng Inventory
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Nentura County.
Regional OccupaHonal Program
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THI S A OUESTIONNAIRE--:--IT IS NOT
A TE$T

The following questions are abOut youeeducational and career plans. Each question is important. Your answers will be used t

-help-you elerify- your eduCationil and carder goals, end to provide yau-with information about occupationsidwhich you_expr

an interest

'PLEASE DO NOT MARK :
ON .THIS BOOKLET

INSTRUCTIONS: .

, Read each question carefully and answer it as best you can.,

2. Mark ell answers on your answer card,.using the special pencil.

Erase Completely any stray marks or answers yOu wish to change.

4. Print your name, address,and zip code et the top of the answer card if not already printed.A.
5. Fill in your sex and grade et the left side of the aniwer card. V

A. Which ,f the following statements best desoribss my
present chaise of ideas& I have chosen as.miny classes

as possible thst relate to:
,.

. .

'. t, ''4 " select
1. Receiving a general education I am not trying to

specialize in any area at this time.

Businees, office work, and sales.

. Aviculture, stich aurnamental horticulture, livestock
rnenegement, or crop management.

4. ate arts, such as drawing, drama, and music. st

5. Working in a Ps*, or industry, such as auto mechanics,
drafting, electronics, graphic arts, metal, or wood shop.

6. Home Ecpnomks, such as clothing, foods, child care;

and Wine-management.

7. Attending college (college-ptep classes).

8. None of the above statements best describe my prew
choice of classes.

, B. When'l consider my educational and caner plans, howsure
am I of my present choice of dosses?

.

sure
3

1 ery Vt exacttI is l
. y what I wan

Somewhat sure. I think it is what I went..

34Doubtfut I am not too sure it is what I 9.vant.
_,,

4:_l,realize diiw I am in the wrong course of study.

C. TWO Of-Bseloilowing type!o f work which are of most-.

latefast p i.tre.* this time lie:

. select
1': CreativelworkInvolving design, color, and materials; or

work in thaperformini arts, auch ad music, drama. (Artistic)

2.. Office workInvolving specific tasks requiring accuracy,

' such as typing; filing, keeping records and accaunts.

(Clerical)"

iS Work involving mathematics or numbers. (Computational)

4. work involving health care of pedble or animals, (Health)

5. Work involving reading and viting. (LiterarY)

6. Work,involving.machines and tools: (Meehanical)

7. Work that keeps you outside most of the time in all kinds of

weather. (Outdoor)

8. Work that involves meeting and dealing with peciple, sales, or
convincing others of a point of vieW. (Persuasive)

9. Work involving discovery, understanding, and problem solving

in nature and the physical world. (Scientific) ,

10. Work' intolving helping other people. (Social Seri/ice)

. How sure am I that my responses to question "Ir molly are
my stropsAlrnerists?

1. Certain. My caceer interests ar

2. F,airly sure. My career interes

3. A little uncertain. My career

.
very firm

erests are

elect11
at cletyt:

not tpo clear.

.4. Very uncertain. My career interests are not &far at all.

E. TWO of my strongest aptitudes or clients are:

Seled
1. Ability to "catch on" or understand instructiops7closely

related to doing well in school%(General Leirging)

2. Ability to understand the meaning of words and touse -

thee* effectively:i(l/orbs!)
. .

3. Ability to worktwickly and accurately wip arithMetic
problenfs. (hhirnerical)

;

!' 1
4. Ability t6'picture something in mY Mind frorly,adrawinV

to see hoW,the parts of things wiil fit together,*d
the complete object' will look. (Spatial). .

5.' Ability to see imPortant details and differa bfecl`st' r
(Form Perception). =".

6. Ability tO jiitk out and copy ietter_aficrnurnbe otAinbinations
quickly ant:I aceurately. (Clerical) ; -4, .

7. Ability to coordinate eyes arid hands to maketprécip hand
movements with speed; Cdordinatiiie

8. Ability td work With small objecti repidlY. iFi
I Dixt!h3ity) .

I
9: AbilitY io Work with my.hands easily and sikll ully.

(Manual Dwiterity)

1 0-8



P. Newt Ilee ass I dot my respenie le imuillee "I" Molly are
Willopet epillheim?

1. Carlin . - t
- Fairly sure

3. A little uncertein
'

° 4. Very uncertain

G. ui.icT FIVE lab elieresteristles that are moit importent
le Wilk I estuld Ilk: semen

. Wham I hr., a high level of responsibility and melte key
daclfp involving prOpecty, finanas, or human,sefety
IMO we

. 2. Where I direct activities ot others and have supervisory
rePonsibilities. . e .

a Where I work undar don auperylsion and ocy job pot-
' forrnanca end work goodwill are controlled by e
Awervisor. .

#

4. Where my work involves performing the same thing time
after time - doing repetitious work.

6. Whem I commits with Others for advancement and
recognition.

6. Where I work with details continually, such as numbers.
I . written materiels, or technical data.

7. Wheel spe the physical results of my work; I see a
product of my work.

8. Where I hem humidor to use my own ideas - hsve an
opportunity for selfexprestion.

9. Where I help people.

10. Where I work independently - where I use my
initiative, self-discipline, and ability to organize.

11. Where I work mu pert of a went interacting with
fellow employees in performing my duties.

12. Whew my work involves a lot of lifting, standing, and
welkin° - requires physical stamina.

13. Where my job involves cwertime or shift work - work
hours other than normal deytirne shifts.

14. Where I work with idea: I use my intellect to solve problem.

15. Where I work with people and must be able to go along
with Others.

16. Where I work with things and must to able to work well
with my hands.

17. Where I work at one place most of the time.

18. ,In which jobs are widely scettaged in most areas of the
United States.

19. Where I influence or motivate others.

N. Med upon fasts I here new, my pion for dm future ic

select
1. To graduate from high school and go right to work with no

further education Of triining.

2. To join the militgoi service.

3. To enter an apprentiowhip program (forrnelized on-the-
job training progrem usually associated with a union).

4. To get further trainihg at a trod*, technical, or business
school.

5. To complete a community college program involving two
yews of training or len. .

6. To gta community collage and then transfer to a
four- conics. .

7. To ight toe Tour-yaw college or university.

8; Toittend rno. re than four yawl of college.

-
I. II there asty moon why you may not be Ale to graiuste

trout hills ashool? $

1, yes ; 2. No

J. I Molt% to a aeuneolor about

MU MANY AS APPLY)

1. High school educatIon requirements.
i 2. Trade school, community college, or technics!

( school training opportunities.

3. Four-yeer college entrance riceiremonts.

4. Scholarships or other financial aids loyeitsit a
private school, COIrrnunitY Or kJ.- IWO&

5. I do not wish to talk to a counselor about !my of 111

the above.

K. I oedemas my 'radii for the bet two try, to be:

1. Mostly A's.
2. Mostly, A's and B's.

.3. Mostly B's.

4. Mostly B's and C's.

5. Mostly C's.

6. Mostly C's and D's.

7. Madly D's.

L Ruse note your need at this time for help with educational
end ardor *mine.
1. I need considarable help in figuring out what I am going

to do.

2. I have some things planned but could use additional help.

3. I do not need additional help at this time as plans are fairly
clear.

Do you have any physical handlema that limit you in any
way? IDe not Indy*, temperery iniudse, *Mei Won. or
*wee for mbar visual tioneedone.)

1. Yes 2. No

N. So- cm students ride a bus ar peed la Iraklion pellames
so they len do medal ommes. km you willing fd Offend
mah dams Ino more than 30 min from your aimed
if the treini you wish to take is not offered at your
mho&

1. Yes

109

2. No
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INTRODUCTION

A

During sechkiear since 1970, the Regions*Occupationsi Program, Department
of OccupatieneiRducation of the Ventura Canty Superintendent of Schools
Office hes administrated's fifteen-item Career Planning inventory to secondary
students, Tivii annual inventory administration process Is completed told; the'

cooperation f local district and cchool personnel, di* Ventura County Commu-
mity C611 District, and the'Ventura County nogjonej Educational Doti Process-
ing Cent

The original papose ter admingetering the inventory (often referred to
es "the Questionnaire") wes to obtaig suident intrest date.to be utilized for
vocatienei training program planning and program recruitment. ft

1

westspecifi-
141.designed to domplyth.wi,thi California State Onpag ontment of Educati's

district plan for vocatiOnal*cdticationoquiretiedli;.. The data obtained
from the annual inveepory administration process diroppy relate to the Poplar,
istjon Needs Analysis, Student Recruitment, and Vocational guidance functions
,Of that plan. Now after five yeirs of develops.% and implementation, the .

student data are computer procissed so that students.utill e the infogration
to assist them In Risking meaningful career decisions.

Computer processing of the Career Planning inventory provides number

I/
of dlffereet reports which can also be used for many other purposes. The

.

/ utilization of these reports pertains to such activities es:
*

ei.

1. Local district and/or regional program Ofanning.

, 2. Articulate3 plannfIng between local district and other
educational entities.

3. Identificati of Students with cneeal interisfor needs..

u;4. Providingfst eats with a stimuliiito expl rAarlows career options.
.

S. Identification of students who have an expr)pssed interest in
particular occupation.

.

Those 'computer reports include individual student profiles, school reports,
and statistical reports. The other components of the system include the Career
Planning Inventory (the cover of this report), Occupational Profiles, and Occu-
pational Briefs. The complete system is transportable to other geographic arems
outside of Ventura County's, During the 1974-75 school year there ware over
75,000 Career Planning Profiles admInOster:d in five other counties. For specific
price and procedural information, Otiose v_tntact the Director of the Venture County
Regional Educational Data Procesiing Center, County Office Building, Ventura,
California 93001 .

The next sections of thlepublication contaln a detailed explanation for
each of the various component parts of the system.

111
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CAREER PLANNING INVENTORY

The original questionnaire was developed by the San ONO Ceunty Schoots

gifIce In 1968 and was released for use by other educational 'agencies in 1969.

, Mis hibtrument was first used by the Ventura County Supeentendent of Schools

Office In 1970, and it has'been subsequently revised and used in each succeeding

year,
.

.

The career Planning.Inventory (cover of this publication) is designed for

administration:by classroom teachers ortounselors in 45 mimutesor less. With

.one proctor for each 35 students, it can be groups. Each

.,.- person administening the questionnaire is.given written instr tions for its

IdmintstratIon. ,

. fr

The four-page Career Meaning Inventory cansists'of 15 Items, "A thropgh
"0," each item requires from-60e to five responses by the student. The students,

use special pencils to mark their -responses on a separate answir card. The, data'

from the completed inventories are then analyzed by computer in the%Ventura

.County Schools Regional Data Processing Center:

The results of Questions "A," "8," "C,"'4D," "E," "F," "G," "H," "K," "L,"

and 'IP' are covered In the Student Career Planning Profile (illustration', and 2

The results of Questions "8," "0," "F," "H," "I," "J,"44(0, "L," "14,".,"14," and

"O's are reported in the School Summary Reports and the County Summaryitsports
..4411iustratIon 3 and 4). 4

STUDENT CAREER PLANNING PROFILE

lk

The Student Career Planning Profile (illustration 2 and 3) summarizes each
individual student's educational aniCareer plans. .

In addition.to summarizing the student's Oucational and career plans, new
information is provided for stedents by comparing interests, Job characteristics,

\and educational plans-chosen by each student with the interesA areas, Job charac-
teristics and requirements, and educational requirements usually associated with
each of 316 different occupations. The Job characteristics and requirements-
(including educational requirements) usually associated with the occupations'
listed were identified in.an article which appeared in the U.S. Department of
Labor's Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Volume 15, Number 4, winter 1171.

,Illustration 1 shows which questions on the first three pages (Questions "A"
through "N") of the Educational and Career Planning'Questionnaire produce the
various responses recorded on the Sadent Career Planning Profile.

-2-
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STUDENT CAREER PLANNING PROFILE

0
Illustration 2 shows that Question "0" on the fourth pag5 of the Educational

and Career Plenning Questionnaire producqs the students first and second occupa-.
tional choices.

- .

In parentheses to.the right of the present occupational choices are avletter-
,

and two numbers. The letter indicates whether Or not a studentas post high school,
training plans (Question "H") .are consistent with the amount of training necessary'
to enter the specified occupation. "Y"-means "yes," the student's post high school
training plans are consistent while "N" amens "no,"'the student is planning to. '

obtain.either more-or less education than is requAred for the ãçup.tion. The
..fiest number indicates how miny- of the two interest areas.(00 :n "C"),sefected
are'incibded in the occupation and thesecond number (afteerthe eclmal) indicates. .

, how many of the five Job characeristics-anil requirements (Q0eaticin."6") selected
ere usually associated with the-occupitiOn. Ai-plus (+) aft* the numbers INIT.-.
cotes that the ocCupational ourlook is favorable.: A minus 4 -rindlcates that

,. the occupattanafoutiook is notfavorabic end that there may be liditeCemplogi
,ment opportunities. If there are ne pluieS or minuses; theopportunities dor employ
ment 1m that occupatioillare In the averege range.

. .
-..

Illustrations l'and 2 also shocin the lower kight hand corner of the Student
Career Planning Profile, a box with the h413,!ing OTHER OCCUPATIONS YOU MAY WISH TO
EXPLORE. The box contains up to ten occupations which can be enter0With the amount
of ducation the-student Plans to obtain. Each occupation contians.one or both of .

the interest areas selected by the student and at least three of the five job
'characteristics selected by the student. The numbers and any pluses or minuses
thet appear In parentheses to the right of the occupations listed can be inter
preted in the same way as those to the right of.the student's presentooccupationai
'choices. 44., .

:. elt
J

The occupations listed in this section of the Profile are ranked An priority
order, first according to the number of interest area matches (first dtgLI), SSC -
ondly according to the number of job characteristics and.relulrement matches.
(second digit), and finally In order of employment potential:

' ,.:7# 'v
If the student's choices result in no occupational matches, this is noted

in the box in the lower right hand cdrner of the Student Career Planning Profile.
If the student selects less than five job-characteristics (Question."G"), Shls is
led in the box in the lower left hand the Student Career Planning

Ile. ff any of the,occupations listed'in e lower right hand corner of the
t Career Planning Profile usually requir more than,four years of college,
re marked With an esteriskand an explanation is mode in.the box in the left_

corns portion of the Student Career -Nanning Profile. ' u
....J.!.

t_,......

IT SHOULD BE REMEMBERED THAT THE CAREER PLANNING INVENTORY IS NOT TO Oltc7ON
SIDERED AS A PREDICTIVE INSTRUMENT. THE LIST OF "OTHER OCCUPATIONS YOU MA 1:Sli

TO E.LORE" IS ONLY A PARTIAL LIST OF SOME OCCUPATIONS THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH
THE INTEREStS, EDUCATIONAL PLANS AND JOB CHARACTERISTICS WHICH A STUDENT SELECTS
ON THE CAREER.PLANNING INVENTORY.

-3_
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THESE TYPES OF: WORK INTEREST ME

C.

TWO of the followins types of work which are ;find

interest to int at this time are;

MY"FUTURE LAN

H.

Obeid uPen facts !Jove now, my

Outfox the future are:

MY PRESENT COURSE OF STUDY

The following mums of study art Offered in

niost hlgh ichools. My present cairn of study is;

MY STRONGEST APTITUDES
,

r

of my stronost apdtudes or talents are:

STUDENICANEINORING

Eas CITY CA.IF. lN
mar'

COUiSE.I.ING ASSISTANCE

note:your need at this tin*

for Ipwith educatiohal and,cittii

Olanning:

CESIRABLE JOB .

CHARACTERISTICS

wouid like a weer with the

following job characterictics:

icirck FIVE of those you would

Iike
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OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE 4
4..1

t Profiles have been developed for eaeh 125 differentoccupationa. Each

occupational profite 'contains a'brief description of the occupation, the
training usually required for entry into the occupation, and the employment
prospects, IncludIng(the bureau of Labor Statistics estimate's of the nation-

wide employment in 1972 and the average annual nation-wide Job openings to
1980. Local employment estimates are provided when available.

.4
,

The Occupitienal'Prialle also contains the ten'ihterest areas, hine apti-
tudes, and 26.Job characteristics'and requirements listed in Questions "C"
"E," and "G," respectively, of the Career Planning inventory. A brref defi-

nition of each !twirls included. The interest areas, aptitudes, and job'
characteristics and requirements usually assodated with the occupation are
clearly indicated. Additionally, five related careers are also listed.

....

J. J

(
47

L SUMMARY REPORTS N._

4:

The Sehoot tummary Reports are-derived from student responses to the
Career'PlOnning Inyentory. The computer is programmed,to prepare 21 different
types of repotts'compiled from the Student responses. Illustration 3 Is ah

'example of.one type of report. The-title block of 'tech report containsNthe
sttudentkgrade level, the letter of the questioN'and 'the question,reiponse
number. The-report title lekipara-phrased fiom ttie queition on which it-is based.

, *

The body of each report cOntaihs an alphabetical listing of each student's

-7,...iname who responddil to that particular question-by selecting the indicated
response. A statistical summery Is printed by the computer In the lowerieft
hand corner of each ieport. It indicates.the,total number of students who-
took the questionnaire, the number of students who selected the specified.
response and a percentage factor.

i 86/



SCHOOL SUMMARY REPORTS 5-7

This is a 'lilt. of the various repori titles, the question letter designated

and the response nymbers;

Summary Report Tale .

L

-' 'Question and Response

1. Students Doubtful of Their 'Course of Study

2. Students Who Feel They Are in tbe Wrong.Course of Study

3: Students Uncertain or Very Uncertain of Their interests '

4. Students Uncertain or, Very Uncertbin of Their Aptitudes)

5 Students Who Plan to go to WOrk;After High School within° ".

, Further Education -
6. Students Who Plan to Enter44111tary Service'

Students Who Plan to Enter an Apprenticeship Program-(also
emtched with their first and second choice of an occupation

8. Stpdents Who Plan to go to a Trade or Business School
94 Students Who plan to CoMplete a Community College Program

10. %Students Who Plan to attend a' Fbur Year College/University
(also matched with type of college plan, estimate of

-grades and where available cumulative GPA)'
II. Stbdents indfcating They May Not Graduate
12. Students Wishing to Talk to a Counselor about High School

Education

8-3

, D3 4'

H-2.

H-3
H-4'
H-5

13. Students Wishing to Thlk (to a Counselor about Post High,
School Technical Training

14. Students Wishing to Talk to a Counselor about Four Year
College Entre:Ice Requirements J-3

15. Students Wishing to Talk to a Counselor about icholarsbips

16. Studts N ing C-...rz.siderable-Help in CareeePlanntng
or other Flarcial Aids (matched with their future plans)

en L-1

17. Students Needing Additional Help in Career OlanBing L-2

18. Students indicating Physical Handicaps M-1

-19. Students (listed by sex)inticating their first and
Second Choice of a Particular Occupation 111-949

20. Students Who indicated an Occupational Choice Other Than
the Ones Listed 998

21. Students Who Are Undecided as to an Occupational Choice 999

A brief study of the Career Planning Inventory will reveal the relatibn-

ship of these titles and responses to the actual question listed in the

Questionnaire..

-5-
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COUNTY SUMMARY REPORTS .

.

It

,
71 _ ,

Essentially, the County' Summery Reports are computer printed statistical
review of each of the'school.reports. .The title .block Contains ihe_same
basic information as the SchoOl'Reports. The'lefi haqdcoolumsof Abe report-
identiflod_lhe district and:the name of each schoolvoithin.that dlitrict.
The next three columns,list the-number of students-whoselected the particular
questionresponse lad-kited; the. total nuoilier of students,who took the clues--

\,, . .
tionnafere and a-percentage factor.

.

\ T:,

.4

The bottom line of &fib report.indicatet the.CountY totals for each colum6.
It is'pOsible to o)tein'frdm these reports dita pertaining to.a particular
school'or a districiirpd,comOire these risults.to thi"County_percentego fretrr;'

-'

There is,one additiondl report prepared WO* County. fo
4.eported area separate Igen in the School 'Summary. Reports. This

-based on Question 11P' and pertains to'the student's willingness t

.butnot.' :

port is voilAs.

be bussed.- .-.4.#L

tO a site other then his chool in order to receive occUPatiOnst training.--
%The responSe to this Nueetloe is utilized in the School Report titled "Students°

Who Indicated An Octitpitionel Choice Under the,.Column Heading Ilus'."
(illustration 4). :.

K.

SPECIAL REPORTS

Because of the creative design of the
system, there ars other types of reports or's
special requesp.' In edslition.to address labels

Y;-,is type is.the "$pectal Trs.it selector."

4b1
II..

Or programs utilized by this
las which may be obtiined by
perhaps the mosiuseful report*

By.specifYing the,appropriate work traits (Quost466 C) and the job
charaCteristics (Question 6) it is possible to identify students which match
the requirements of a particular Job or-training program. This report is
particularly valuable for recruiting student Into new or unusual programs..-
Utilizing a repoOt of this nature, situations such as selecting a !inlaid
number of students for job opportuelties tor field trips can be resolved by
school officials.

1 2 1
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USES OF TME SYSTEM

Each student In Ventura Ommilkwho
receives a Student Career Planningfrof
Occupations! Profile on each of his
"0"), and a caber letter explaining how

letes kareer !fanning knventory
(Illustrations 3 and 4), an

present Occupational choices Question
enkinterpret the encldbed met rials.b

In the cover letter, the student Ls encoufted to compare his chOice of

interests, aptitudes, training and job characteristics and requiremints.
summarised en the Student Career Planning Profile (IllustratImm, 1 mild 2)

'with the interests aptitudes,.training and Job characteristics usually
associated with ea:h of his two occupational chotces. The appropria occu-
pational profiles are included with the.cover letter and the Studentreer
Planning Profile.

By UMW% the School Summery and the SliOnt Profilist
the OccupationalNounselor can identify groups of studIllb who haye common
interests or stellar needs. Thtuprocess facilitates smell orlarge group
counseling. The individual studihts with particular occupational counseling
needs cah also be identified.

The Occupational interest Reports contained in*the School Summery
Reports facilitate metching.student Interest with such activities as.career
days or special speakers. Theis same reports have been utilized by work
experience coordinetors to aid In the selection of potential student job,
candidates when specific riquests from 'community employers Ire received.

The vocational education teecheican eltio use the School Imports to
identify those students who have a high interest in the particular occupa-
tion his Orogram Is designed tolserve. This feature enables the teacher to
recruit the identified students and thereby build the enrollment In his
program.

-

The County Summery Reports, refiectlne.both numercial totals and
percent/Ages by school and by district-are beneficial tools for the
vocational education planner. Vith'these reports, he can quickly assess .

the,nuebar of potential students arillable for any,proeram whilisfireither
presently operational or may file In the initial planning stages.

T."
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Appendix E

3

Project Developed Feedback Forms

1) Parent Feedback

2) Teacher Feedback

3) Student Feedback

"7:
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PARENT FEEDBACK

Work Sampling for Handicapped Stud t

1. How effectkiido you think this program wa in relation to:

a. Your child'i positive view of himself/ rself?

very effective Elsomewhat ef ediive.
,

[:Dslightly'effective E=3ineffective Epdon't know

I
i b. Your child s awareness of his/her actual abilities?

0001very e ective , [1:1Somewhat effective .
1

110 =slightly effective C:3ineftective

c. Youi child's awareness
in which he/she can be

very effectiveNM

IN
.

slightly effective

11111

of difterent possible work areas
suqcessfully involved?

1111

d. Making the possibility
for your child

MN

very effective

slightly effective

somewhat effective

(:Dineffectivie IN don't know

of meaningful work more 4 reality

somewhat effective

ineffective

ow effective does fldur child think this program

=very ef fective

ED slightly effective

somewhat effective

i effeCtive

3: How informative was the initial program orientation for you?

very informative =somewhat informative

%
don't know

was?

don't know'

;1111

[::]slightly informative [--lnot informative rididn't attend

4. How informative Nas the conference discussing the results of the
evaluaXion?

Epvery informative [2:]Samewh4t informative

Mslightly =not inforMative ittend

5. Observations and comments (We would welcome any suggestionsfor
improvingthe program, assuming that it will be possible to con-

tinue next_year.)

125
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TEACHER FEEDBACK

Work Sampling for Handicapped Students

Please' comment on the following areas of the project:

1. Selection of students for Sampling -

2. Scheduling of students for Sampling -

3. In-service orientation Mari 51 -

4. ROP & County Hospital facilities -

5. In-service staffing -

6. Written Reports of results -

IIIP

7. Debriefing of sAidents

116
108

(over)

V.
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8.. -Parent conferences -

9. Vocational Technicians -

10. Student benefit& Of- piograrn -
111

127

109

I.
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STUDENT- FEEDBACK

Now that you have finished the work sampling and seen the
results, we would like to know what you thought of the pro-
gram. Please tell us honestly him you feel aboutwit, and if
you have any sugdstions as to how it could be imioroved,.in-
clude them,under "dgmments.n. Thank you for your time and
patiehce. If we are able to continue next year,'please come
by and, see us. We'd like to know how you're doing.

1. What did the work sampling tell you about,yourself that
you didn't already know?

2. What did you like and/odislike about the work sampling?
1

3. Is there a better way to schedule the sampling? 'If sP,
chooée one of the following, or give,us your'ideas:

a) Oneb four hours per day

b) Two weeks, two hours per day

c) Four weeks,9one period per day

d) After sdhool

.e) Other

4. How db you pl n to use what you have learned about yourself?

5. How could we improve the work sampling?

6. How else coulS we have been of help to you?

7. Codhents: (use the*back if you need more space)

110

128 4.
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Sample Copy of ROP Evaluation Report
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CAREER EVALOATION-P
MEEKLY OBSERVATION CORO

, 3-3046Name
. paluator Caro Dinneen

,:
. .-

Oid the client show-the following behavior during the week?'

Yes

11

1.

2.

3.

4.

Attendance
Punctuality
Properly groomed and clean
Clear communication of needs and
responses
Free of 'irritating mannerisms
Free of iripprapriate behautotr
Complaints of self-inadequaciii
Complaints of illness or disOrIlity,
Complaints about co-workers
Adequate work energy
Interacted with co-workers on
breaks
Comfortabje with supervision

,

Yes No

.2. 1. Ability to follow oral instructions -,
,

x 2. Ability to follpw written instruc- -Needs 1104-'14tien math-is invdlved.

,.''

,.,,,,

-tions a . 6 !{ V
3. Ability to follow demoAtrated

2.4'
.

>"

instructions

_ 4. Steadiness of work
. .

5. Improvement of sped in. repetition' .

_ 6. Improvement of quality. in_repetition,
7. Efficient organization of tools and

supplies
x 8. Consistently high productivity level

-27 9. Accepts unpleasant tasks
-317 10. Ignores'distractions
-N7 11. Requires only, ordinary supervisory time
-317 12. Self-starter"

p.

Form 3
11,2

1 3 0
. =.3.17'



'Client
3-30-76°

Date

EvaluatOr, Carol.Dinneen

TesterAdministered -
.

Re/it:Its

_SRA:Reading Index -; Handled material througfi the sentence comprehension level.

With n4 problem. Missed the proficiency level for paragraph comftehension by

:tWo points.

SRA Arithmetic Index - Handled addition, subtraction, mmltiplication and division

of Whole nuMbers with no problem.. Unable to do'fractions, decimals or percentages.

California Occupational Preference System - High interest aret were professional

and skilled art. Skilled technology was also above average but considerably below

the rating for art.

Work Samples Administered

Name of sample.
A 6

Visual Pursuit 3

Rester Mechanical Aptitude 2

, Meslick MechanicalComprehension 2
_

Engine Service 3

Shipping and'Preight Handling

Order Picking 3

%Adding-Machine. 2

Mail Sorting 1

Medical Servibes 2

Crawford Small'Tools Dexterity - Pins 25% Screws 40%

Bennett Hand Tool Dexterity - 25%

Upper Extremity Range of Motion - 85%

Size Discrimination.- assembly 33% disasseMbly 65%
111*

Simulated Assembly - 35%-

Eye-hand-foot Coordination - 80%

Results
(3-highest I-lowest)

Time Quality

1,

Drafting - - - - - - - 2

Small Tools - asseMbly 40% disassembly 1%

Numerical Eorting - 6%
Independent Problem Solving -' 872

.131

3

1

3

1.

2

2

3

2



.
scores varied, but were generally in ihe average to above average'

range for both 'time and quality.- There does.not appear to be any particular

pattern In the tasks which she drOpped down.

listened careftaly to directions and was generally able to proceed-
with out further help.. The except ons to this-were on tasks where a number of
steps were involved. She did need verbal explanation of written material if
matt' was involve& was able to read and.work from diagrams.

Generally, work pace was steady and.on the fast side. It slowed
down On tasks where close attention to detail or written Material was involved.
Although her testeddexterity was below average,-in practical application it
proved to be More than adequate. : -7 demonstrate above average Concentra-
tion and a high tolerance for frustration. Whi . was able to concentrate .

on.her own work, she,eMis also observant of wiiat went on around her: Because
of this she needed7only a minimal explanation on several of:the work.samples...

.
7 .. approich'to tasks was organized and"she knew how to break tasks

down into separate steps. She tended to stick closely to demonstrated methods
rather than axtdify them to any griem!-dezee.

Employability Assets:

1) Steady,"fairly, rapid work pace

2) Good concentration

3) Ability to organize her work

4) Ability tolollow directions

Present Limitations:

1) Ma,th skills somewhat low

2) Quality of work drops when close attention to numbers or detail is
required.

Comments
,D

was a willing worker and appeared to take the evaluation seriously.

As.



SOME TENTATIVE OCCUPATIQNAL GOALS

Airbrush Artist 970.281
Art Lay-Out Man (print.& pub.) 141.081
Cartoonist 141.081
Commercial Designer 142.081
Copy Camara%Operator 979.381
Cosmetologist 332.271
Darkroom Technicidn 976.381
Decorator (any ind.) I 298.381
Display Artist 142.081
Floral Designer 142.081
Furnifure Designer ,142.081
HorselBreeder 413.181
Horse Trainer 153:228
Paste-Up Man 979.381
Sample Maker (jewelry) 142.381,
Silk Screener 979.381
Veterinary-Hospital Attenaant 356.874

Wild-Animal Trainer 159.228

4 March 30,.1976

The above occupations are consistent primarily with tested interests'
and secondarily with her aptitudes. Her two main interests were-art and working
with animals. UnfortunatelmiLdo not have work samples that test these aptitudes
directly.

;

-1114tY

, During the time span- 'the Career Center, she talked primarily.about
entering the art field in some cap . Most occupations that she was looking
at require at least four years of co ege. There is a two year program in applied
art at Moorpark College that she might wish to consider. This would train her for
some entry level jobs in the art field. .

If . - chooses to ga the other way and follow up her interest in animals,
Moorwirk, again, has a course in wild animal training. We talked briefly about
this and horawbreeding and training. She also reviewed some information on te
latter. I

- .. Might want to Consider both the R.O.P. classes in floral design and
retail merchandising. Both of these relate to her artistic interestb.

.

The following is a list of Worker Trait Groups consistent with tested
aptitudes on work samples: .

.#
.380 Set-up machine operating
.381-.281 Craftsmanship and related,work
.368 Information gathering, dispensing, verifying and related work
.488-.388 Computing and related recording
.588-.688 Routine checking and Tecording ,

..684-.437 Sorting, inspecting, measuring and A-elated work

4.

4

13$

1.1.5



A

61.

.782 Operating controlling*

.878 ,Child,and adult care.

.883 Driving operatit4

.884 Manipulating

(

4

IP

k

-

Carol Dinneen
Occupational Counselor

116, -
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Sample Copy,of HSA E7aluation Report
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(17 L NOSPKTAL VENTURA COUN
oVALUATION STAFFING 17,;7213/Cf........- ant:. 3/18/7611

,

: .

Simi Digh School Evaluator Bogg:ilCardoni,,
.

. - ...-----....---,.....--
. . .

MI,: s:-..affing ropovt sumparizes significant vorIc evalvntionlindingm nnd
f..3 1.mcnd1414 flo por.alt.core immediate. service dolivez-y to thp,tlient. A;
zr......7he1siva vorA evdluation.rOor t. will.A.,a forthcoming. .. .1

Vocati-onal Assets:
1. Punctual and dependable.
.2. 2.b1e to follow-oral & dempnstrated in-

structions.
3. Quality conscious worker.
4. Steady 'orkf pace.
5. Accpts un easant tasks.,
6. No distracti (7)

,
P:rimary Vocational Limitations:

*
1. Impaired hearing....

2.. Difficulty, working with nUMbers &
!' alphabet. .

.3. No work history.

.:71=ary Interests: gusiness,
-ms..chanics, interpersonalo.

1. V3ca7Liona1 pounseling. .

Remedical academic course.
3. Work study program.

esthetiod,'

Cllent Roaction o Proposed Plan:

NOIONaaello

,

Qu'astions:

, Evaluator

WAIS

*RAT, Road.

ABLE Spoil.

Arith.

Oresent ate, Petple, Things level (Dp#)

D- Copying

FS

IMMINNIBMO

(Not Given)

P- 8 Takin instructions - helpina

Tested gross motor dexterity in the 20th
percentile (below-average).

Tested fine flqger dexterity In the 51st
percentile (average).

1. OccupationS in the Benchwork area:.

a) Solderer-assembler, D.O.T. 706.884.
b) Small Parts Assembler) D.O.T. 706.834.

2. Occupatiphs from the Service area:-

a) 'Truc.kpriver, D.O.T. 905.883:
b) Auto Mechanic-helper, D.O.T. 620.834.

Evaluation tUpervisor
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CAREER EVALUATION PROGRAM.
WEEKLY OBSERVATION RECORD

I

Name Evaluator Carol Dinneen Dite 3-30-76
t

Did the client show the following behavior during the week?

Yes No Comments:

.... A- 1. Attendance 4

A. 2. Punctuality

A- .1. 3. Properly groomed and clean

A. 4. Clear communication of needs and
responses

A. 5. Ipee of irritating mannerisms:
x 6. -Free of trIpprapriate behaviorsT 7. Complaints of self-inadequacies

T 8: Complaints of illness or disability
9. Complaints about rs

x Adequate work energy
IF 11. Interacted with co-work

. &reeks
12. Comfortable with supervision

Yes tio

-IL Ability to follow oral instructions
Ability to follow written instruc- Needs help when math is involved.

tions
-3. Ability to follow demonstrated

instructions
4. Steadiness of work
5. Improvement "of sneed in repetitiln

=MOD

6. Improvement of quality' in repetition
7. Efficient organization of tools and

Fon' 3

swifts
8. Olbsistently high productiv ty levelto
9 Ateeptsplileasant tasks

10. Ignores distractions
11. Requires only ordinary supervisory time

12. Self-starter

a
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WORK EVALUATION SUAARY

3-30-76
Client Date

Evaluator, * CaroAinneen

Results

SRA Reading Index - Handled material through the sentence comprehension level.

With no problem. Missed the proficiency level for paragraph camOrehension by

two points.

SRA Arithmetic Index - Hanaled addition, subtraction, multiplicafion and division

of whple numbers with no problem. Unable to do fractions, decimals or percentages.

California Occupational Preference System - High interest arena were professional

and skilled atij. Skilled technologywasralso above average but considerably below

the rating for t.

411*-

Work'Sagbles Administered

PIP:141 4_1If "V",

Visual Pursuit

Rester Mechanical Aptitude

Meslick Mechanical Comprehension

Engine Service

Shipping and Freight Handling

Order ticking 41,

Adding Machine

Mail Sorting'
-

Medicallb Services

Resukte
(1-highest 1-lowest)

Time 1 Quality

Crawford Small Tools Dexterity - Pins 252 Screws 40%

Bennett Hand Tool Dexterity - 25%

Uppes Extremity' Range of Motion 7 85%

Size Diecrimination - assembly 332 disassembly 65%

Simuleted Assembly - 35%

Eye4and-foot Coordination - 802

Drafting - - - - - - - -

Tools - assembly 40% disassembly 12

Numerical Sorting - 6%
Independent Problem Solving - 87%

138
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE
0

scores varied, but were generally in the average to above average
range for both time and quality. There does not appear to be any particular

pattern in the tasks which she dropped down.

listened carefully to directions and was generally'able to proceed
with out further help. The exceptions to this were on tasks where a number of
steps were involved. She did need a verbal explanation of written material if
math was involved, was able to read and work from diagrams.

Generally, work pace was steady and on the fast side. It slowed
down on tasks where Close attention to detail or written material was involved.
Although her tested dexterity was below average,'in practical application it
proved to be more than adequate. demonstrated above average concentra-

e
tion and a high tolerance for frustration. While was able to concentrate
on her own work, she was also observant of what went on around her. Because
of this she needed only a minimal explanation on several of the work saMples.

approacrlto tasks was organized and she knew how to break tasks
down into separate s6ps. She tended to stick closely to demonstrated methods
rather than modify them to any great degree.

Employability Assets:

1) Steady, fairly rapid work pace

2) Good concentration

3) Ability to organizejer work

4) Ability to follow directions

Present Limitations:

1) Math skills somewhat low

2) Quality of work drops when close attention to numbers or detail is
required.

Comments

WAS a willing worker and appeared to take the evaluation seriously.



SOME TENTATIVE OCCUPATIONAL GOALS

Airbrush Artist 970.281'
Art Lay-Out Man (print.6 pub.) 141.081
Cartoonist 141.081
Commercial Designer 142.081
Copy Camera Operator 979.381
Cosmetologist 332.271
Darkroom Technician, 976.381
DecOrator (any ind.) I 298.381
Display Artist 142.081
Floral Designer 142.081
Furniture Designer 442.081
Horse Breeder
Horse Trainer
Paste-Up Mtn
Sample Maker
Silk Screener

413.181
153.22$

979.381
(jewelry)
979.381

142:381

Veterinary-Hospital Attendant 356.874
Wild-Animal Trainer 159.228

Jr.

March 30, 1976

The above occupations are consistent primarily with tested interesits
and secondarily with her aptitudes. Her two main interests were art and working
with animals% Unfortunately we do not have work samples that test these aptitudes
directly.

-

During the time spent in the Carees,Center, she talked primarily about
entering the art field in some capacity. Mosroccupations that she was looking
at require at least four years of college. There is a two year program it applied
get at Moorpark College that she might wish to consider. This would train her for
some entry level jobs in the art.field.

If chooses to go the other way and follow up her interest in animals,
Moorpark, again, has a course in wild animal training. Wo talked briefly about
this and horse breeding and training. She elan rexiewed some information on the
latter.

might want to consider both the R.O.P. classes in floral design and
retail merchandiding. Both of these relate to her artistic inter:sal.

The following is a list of Worker Trait Groups consistent with
aptitUdes on work samples:

. 380 Set-up machine operating

. 381-.281 Craftsmanship and related work

.368 Information gathering, dispensing, verifying and related work

. 488-.388 Computing and related recording

. 588-.688 Routine checking and recording

. 6847..487 Sorting, inspecting, measuring and related work
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.782 Operating controlling

.878 Child and adult care

.883 Drilling operating

.884 Manipulating

Ot

Carol Dinneen
Occupational Counselor
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THE
REGIONAL

aPCCUPATIONAL
vPROGRAM (R.O.P.)--

a cooperative effort of the Veritura County
Superintendent of Schools Office, the various
school districts, and the community colleges
in the county makes training available to
students who want a Marketable skill upon
graduation. Training is cost-free to those who
are eligible. The programs exist bccausc
employers in Ventura County need personnel
with the skills being offered in the R.O.P.
courses. Those students who develop the
reqdired skills and satisfactorily complete the
training programs will be prepared to accept
entry-level, full-time employment.

4

Courses:
AIR CONDITIONING/

HEATINC/REFRIGERATION
MECHANICAL OCCUPATIONAC

CLUSTER FLORAL PRODUCT DESIGN
AUTO BODY REPAIR/AUTO REHNISHING
BANK TELLER/FINANCIAL OCCUPATIONS
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE MARKETING &
DISTRIBUTIVE OCCUPATIONS DENTA L

ASSISTANT PA RK & CONSERVATION
AIDE HYDRAULICS/PNEUMATICS

RESTAURANT OCCUPATIONS
COMMUNITY BASED

PROGRAMS

.11.11

.

WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINING?
Seniors and some juniors in all Ventura County high schools. Seventeen-to-nineteen-year-old, out-of-school youths may
also be eligible. Sophomores and freshmen plan ahead for an opportunity for hands-on training experience.

LENGTH OF TRAINING
Unless otherwise specified, classes meet two hours per day, five days a week, for two semesters. Most classes arc during
daylight hours.

CREDIT EARNED
Ten credits per semester are earned for most courses and may be applied toward fulfillment of requirements for high school
graduation. Students generally enroll for four classes at their home school as well. -

TRANSPORTATION
Bus transportation, from your high school to the training class and return. is available for most classes.

*IOW TO ENROLL
Discuss the course with your parents (or guardian) and contact your high sch( )1 counselor for enrollment information.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact Mrs. Florine Matthcws, Student Services Specialist, Regional Occupational Program. County Office Building,
Ventura, California 93001, (805) 487-7711, ext. 4433.
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Appendix I

"Job Survival Skills" Program Brochure
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Vocational trainees, students, and other clients

with limited work experience often have difficulty

adjusting to demands in the world of work. Education

and vocational training can provide basic, technical

skills, but the client may lack interpersonal skills

necessary to find a job and form satisfactory work

relationships with supervisors and coworkers. The

client also. may be tiaware of mmon employer

excectations regarding rs appearanceattitude,

and punctuality. Too frequeptly, the new employee

who is unprepared for these realities is soon looking

for another job. /
f

The full program requires 25 hours of instructional

tinie. A condensed program requiring a Minimum of

12 hours will also be offered. Scheduling is flexible,

with a minimum of two sessions per week recorn

mended. Every effort ill be to hold the

training at a time and place that will brnost con.

venient for the group being served.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Contact Mr. Tom Nichok

Job Survival Skills Facilitator

Regional Occupational Program

County Office Building

Ventura, a 93001

(1305) 487.7711, extension i37

,Itailktal Occupational Program

' VENTURA COUNTY

SUPERINTENDEaT OF SCHOOLS OFFICE

James F. Cowan, Ed.O., Superintendent.

id
CURVIVill
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Jai SORM SKILLS OGM

tThe Ilob Survival Skills Program is designed to

equip trainees and job seekers with *nation and
1

abilities that are essential in finding and holding

employment, Techniques of group interaction such as

role playing and group discussion are used toechiive

maximum partici tion and involvement by the

trainees. Audiavis al materials are used .to present

information on critical Areas and to stimulate further

discussion and activities, Each trainee is given maxi.

mum opportunity to_ ask questions and work out

indi dual problems.

MED INCLUDE:
WICK

4'

f'

Personal Appearance

-Communication

Job Application

Resume

O Job Seeking

Job Interview

Work lieli1i2Ohilwith Supervisor

Work Relationships with Covorkers

Indivtuilressment

Economically andlor cul disadvantaged

Tra ineesorC its with no previous-full-time work experience-

8 Clients with a sporadic work history

Clients who have had difficulty holding jobs lFor example, those who have iuit jobs after a short iteriod or
,D

have been fired

Recent high school dropouts

Any others showing need or interest

SCHOOLS AND TRAINING AGENCIES THAT PREPARE PEOPLE FOR IMMEDIATE ENTRY INTO THE

JOB MAliKET WILL FIND THE PROGRAM INVALUABLE.
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